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WEATHER FORECAST
Tonight Valr; Warmer In South
Portion; Friday Fair

WE PRINT THE NEWS
If You Read It
In The Optic, It's 8a
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talking constitution while they wash
ed down their pie with copious drinks
of milk. They asserted there would
not be three votes against the const
tution on the mesa. Several promi
nent democrats are asserting they will
cast their ballots against the constitu
tion. Several other equally as promi
1
nent members of the party are work
ing for its adoption. Others of the
same polical belief are saying nothing
HOUR DELUGE IN
MADE for publication but gave a reporter for FORTY-EIGHCAREFUL INVESTIGATION
AND
WASHINGTON
The Optic to understand that their OREGON
BY THE OPTIC, JUSTIFIES
votes would be cast with the "for
HEAVY
LOSSES
CAUSES
PREDICTION
THIS
statehood" list. In the entire county
there is no organized opposition to the
MAN DROWNED IN THE STREET
GROWING constitution.
SENTIMENT

TORRENTIAL RAIN

THECONSTITUTION

DOES IMMENSE

WILL CARRY 100
TO

DAMAGE

HERE

T

FORJT

CHINATOWN MAYOR RETIRES
Jan. 19. Tom Lee,
New York,
'
"mayor" of New York's Chinatown

SUB-'jEC-

'

L

T

l.

SUGGESTION OF

sayB-vtha-

ent tariff commission, etc., should not
get by. To carry out this program

will be a comparatively" simple mat
ter and wlH not call for exhaustive

debate or filibustering by members of
the old guard whom Aldrich has left
In charge in senate and house.

SUFRAGE

VOTE

CERTAIN

Topeka, Kan., Jan. 19. The woman
suffrage amendment) to the Kansas
is now before both
constitution!
houses of the legislature and it appears practically certain' that the
amendment will be put to a vote of
the people at the next election. The
women believe that they have tie
best chance this ye;r they have ever
bad to get the franchise.

t

VOTE

SATURDAY

ACCIDENT FAILED

SPRINGS A SENSATION
Washington, Jan. 19. Representa ADVANCE IN RATES
tive Calder of New York, republican
sprang a sensation in the house toVIGOROUSLY OPPOSED
DOESN'T ALDOCTOR
CHICAGO
day by reading an open letter from
CRASH
LOW SERIOUS AUTO
Representative Dies, of Texas,
ASSOCIATION
democrat, attacking tonight's oem MEAT PRODUCTS'
TO DISARRANGE PLANS
ocratic caucus and dubbing it a "cold
BEEVIDENCE
PRESENTS
caucus feast of
HhiMiEro. Jan. 19. An automobile deck for the coming
FORE COMMISSION
Btnlfi dishes." A call of the house
crash at Drexel Boulevard and Forty- forced a full attendance of the dem
which
in
Seventh street, last night,
Washington, Jan. 19 "That no con
'
oorata.
and
his
and
parents
the bridegroom
troversy ever existed where the stake
between the opposing party was so
his best man were more or less se
SHEEHAN LOSING STRENGTH
irtnoiv inlured. was not enough to
huge as this one, measured by the
Albany, N. Y., Jan. 19. The second standard of dollars and cents," Cliftho marrtaee of Dr. Frank
joint ballot for United States senator ford Thome, counsel for the meat proShaffner to Miss Beatrice Weil.
showed little change from yesducts association of the middle west,
The machine in which the party was today
William F. Sheehan lackfag
terdav
wed
the
for
home
Weil
to
the
today thus characterized the inquiry
going
11 votes for the necessary majority,
ding, was caught between two street Sheehan lost 2 more votes Wer before ha Interstate Commerce Commission into the proposed advance in
cars and literally torn to 'pieces. The
and Shepard gained that
rates. Mr. Thorne sa'd that
occupants were thrown in every di night
number. It now looks as though freight
in the last ten years the average marrection. But a carriage was called
the
plum,
would
capture
ket price of commodities wholesale
and the party reached the Weil home Shepard
thrmc-v- ,
talu nf 'a "dark horse" win
had increased eleven per cent, the
on time.
N
is very general.
Dr. Shaffner, his wedding suit torn ning
average market price forty per cent
companies'
and .the transportation
and dirty, and several bruises show
his
rates 100 per cent, which he held to
ing on his face, took the hand of
PACKERS TO
be a remarkable demonstration that
bride and made the usual responses. INDICTED
was
and
man
badly
railroad business had been profitable.
limped
The best
DAT!
IMMUNITY
considerably mussed up, but he did
ASH
"Shippers and consumers want to
see the railroads grow and prosper,"
his duty effectively. The parents of
he said. "We are wamg to be liberal
Dr. Shaffner, one with a broken leg
and lacerated scalp, and the other with ARMOUR. SWIFT AND OTHERS in the truest sense, but the charges
WILL PRESENT SUCH A PLEA
exacted by all the railroads must be
a broken wrist and other injuries, sat
but
gave
In
chairs,
reasonable."
up
JUDGE
FEDERAL
propped
"TO
nearby
He asserted the railroads for the
the paternal blessing to the bride and
las"t
June, had earned
Ar- year, ending
groom.
19; J.' 'Ogderi
Chicago, Jan,
more than ever
more
than
$70,000,000
mour, Louis E. Swift and other' in before in their
history.
FOR 12 ANARCHISTS
CLEMENCY
dicted meat packers, w"ho are charged
Tokio, Jan. 19. The sentences of
An
LESS PAY TO TRUST HEAD
anarchists, with a violation of the Sherman
twelve of the twenty-fou- r
19. Although
New
will
ask
York, Jan.
Carpenter
Judge
law,
condemned to death by the supreme
M. Schwab and W. E. Corey
court
for
district
Charles
United
States
the
in
for
against
conspiracy
court yesterday,
The received $100,000 a year as presithe life of the emperor, today were an "immunity bath," late today.
on
dents of the United States Steel cor
the
is
new
"bath"
Clem
ground
requested
commuted to life imprisonment.
them
by poration, James A. Farrel, the new
ency was not extended to Denjiro that the immunity granted
in
head, will get only $50,000.., He will
1906,
precludes
Kotoku, the ringleader, and his wife, Judge Humphrey
not assume his duties until Feb. 1.
on
the
charges.
present
executed.
will1
be
prosecution
both of whom
-

BE REVIVED IN

"

GRAND. OPERA PAYS
. New
York, Jan. 19. The wisdom of
TO eliminating Oscar Hammerstem from
TELEGRAM
the New York operatic field is now
TO SPEAKER
shown in the estimated profit of
CANNON AND CONGRESS
$500,000 the Metropolitan Opera company will make this season, for the
TOO MUCH CORRUPTION NOW first time in four years. Figuring last
year's loss of $250,000, caused by Oscar Hammerstein's competition, and
DECLARES ALL SENATORS HAVE Che
profit which, it is now possible,
BOUGHT THEIR SEATS IN ONE
to make because of hie withdrawal,
the Metropolitan organization is an
WAY OR ANOTHER
even $1,000,000 better off for having
purchased the Manhattan opera proPATRONAGE ROOT OF EVIL perties.

BELIEVES SO LONG AS IT EXISTS
IT WAS WARM TODAY
THERE CAN NEVER BE
New Mexico's beautiful weather,
PURE UPPER BODY
which has made the territory famous
all over the world, was working in
Washington, Jan. 19. "Abolish the good order today. Every wheel was
senate," is the burden of a telegram working and moving with the. well
addressed to Speaker Joseph G. Can- lubricated smoothness that grinds
non and a number of representatives out sunshine, balmy breezes1 and other
today, by a Chicago man, as the out- pleasant weather conditions- The gov
growth of the investigation of the ernment thermometer at the Normal
bribery charges against United States registered 64 degrees at 3 o'clock this
Senator William Lorlmer. The telegram afternoon. Last night the minimum
charges that every senator has temperature recorded was 22.
for
his votes in ways no better
paid
than the Illinois senator is charged
with and that there never can be a WINTER MANEUVERS
pure senate as long as there is patronage to distribute.

committee today spoke' in favor of
the Purcell resolution, declaring that
the secretary should no longer be retained in office. Mr. Fletcher asserted that the record brought him to the
belief that the secretary was inclined
to favor private interests rather than
those of the public.
DSTRESSED VESSEL LOST
San Francisco, Jan. 19. The Steamer Argyll, which yesterday went to
the assistance of the steam schooner
Lakme, reported in distress in a
gale off Cape Blanco, reported this
morning that she was unable to find
any trace of the vessel. The Lakme
carried a crew of fifteen. Hope is
entertained that she managed to
keep off the dangerous lee shore and
proceeded on her way to San Pedro.
'

LOCKED THE DOORS
-

ON EMMA GOLDMAN

ACCORDED
CHILLY RECEPTION
THE FEMALE AGITATOR BY
MINE WORKERS

Columbue, Ohio, Jan. 19. Considerable of a stir wasureated among the
1,000 delegates to the United Mine
Workers' convention today, by locking
out Emma Goldman from the convention hall. Misa Goldman had. been
making efforts to speak before the
convention and today when she ap- teared at the hall about a hundred,
delegates met her. The custodian of
the building said he had been ordered
to lock the doors against Miss Gold
man, and she and a number of the
delegates adjourned to another hall.
where she spoke.
.

MISp
HORSEMEN
IN

-

FOR ATLANTIC FLEET

VOTES

SOLD IN DANVILLE7

WOULD

I

HAVE

LAW

THAT STATE CHANGED WITH
THIS END IN VIEW

CERTAIN PERIODS

EACH YEAR

THE COURSES AT ST. LOUIS AND
KANSAS

CITY MAY AGAIN
COME INTO THEIR OWN

COMMISSION AS SUPERVISOR
REGULATION
VESTED
WOULD

.

AND
IN

I

r

CONTROL
BETTING

IS

BE ALLOWED

New York,
Jan. 19. The New
York Morning Telegraph
publishes

under

a Lexington,

Ky., date' line, the
atory:
After a lapse of half a dozen lean
years, a well organized movement la
afoot in Missouri to restore the
thorougtfbre to his ow by
racing at the famous courses
of St. Louis and
Kansas
City.
Friends of the racing and breeding
Industries of vthls "show, me" state
have framed a bill which the legislature at Jefferson City will be ured
to pass, - authorizing racing under
judicious restrictions, andl they are
hopeful of success.
The promoters of this legislation
have the backing of the numerous
breeders of the state, many of the
farmers- and the brewing, manufactof
uring and commercial Interests
Uie cities of St. Louis, Kansas City,
St. Joseph- and Jefferson City, who
are considerably out of pocket as a
result ot the suppression of raring,
and they believe they can make the.
legislators see the light Tfoey base
their ihope of success on the inherited
and deeply Ingrained liking of the
citizens of Missouri for the sport and
the thoroughbred and the statewide
appreciation of the economic value to
the commonwealth of properly regulated racing.
The interests of the Cellas, whose
sordid mismanagement of sport for
upward of ten years brought it Into
disrepute and inspired the opposition
d
which In 1904 and 1905 gave
following

--

Danville, 111., Jan.' 19. The grand NAVY DEPARTMENT ANNOUNCES
Jury will begin an investigation of
PLAN FOR TARGET PRACTICE
charges of extensive vote selling in
AND DRILLS
Danville and Vermillion counties next
week. This is Cannon's home district.
Washington, Jan. 19. The Navy
Department has announced plans for
the distribution of the fleet now
at Quanta namo, Cuba, for the
winter target practice and drills. TZe
battleships will sail from Guanto namo March 13 for Hampton Roads,
arriving March 18. The battle practice will begin off the Chesapeake,
Capes April 1, lasting one week, hen
the fleet will split up, the vari is divisions going to their Iiome yards
for docking. Two weeks later thy
will again concentrate- and proceed to
.
sea for drills.
,
The armored cruisers Tennessee,
will
Montana and North Carolina
leave the fleet about February 16.
returning to Atlantic coast ports. Tbe
armored cruiser Washington will be
on Page Eight)
sent to the Portsmouth, N. H, navy
scout
The
s'lips
yard for repairs.
Birmingham, Salem and Chester will
also leave the fleet February 16, vis- SIERRA TUNNEL PLAN
iting Gulf ports in the Mardi Gras
period and then returning north th
MAY REJRANDONED
STANDPATTERS HOLD
middle of March. The torpedo boats
16.
will leave Guantanamo February
KEY
SITUATION for drills in the Gulf of Mexico and NEW OVERLAND ROUTE FOR S.
then head for Hampton Roads the
P. WLL SUCCEED HARRI-MAN'middle of March.
PET SCHEME
APPEAR TO HAVE ALL PROGRES.

.

For the Constitution

PBEVENTA WEDDING

RACING GAME TO

HICAGOAN

BALLMER

7

ABOLISH SENATE

for the la&( fifteen years, has retired.
Lee was born In China, but became
Americanized, married and has two
sons. Tom Lee, jr., is a Baptist mln
ister in China, and the younger son
Frank, Is studying law". The "mayor"
is rich and will live at his country
home in a northenT suburb and deal
HE ADDRESSES
In real estate.
THIS AFFECT

TRIED TO AVERT CIVIL WAR
AT
WATER
SALEM
RUSHING
Raleigh, N. C, Jan. 19. A marble
THOROUGHFARE
THROUGH
statue of Matt Ransom, attorney gen
SWEPT AWAY VEHICLE
OF DISCUSSION
eral, soldier, senator and minister to
Mexico, has been presented the cap-itoAs one of the three peace com RAILROADS ARE HARD HIT
NO ORGANIZEDJPPOSITION missioners to
Montgomery in FebruMILLION WON IN AVIATION
ary, 1861, Ransom did all in his pow
, A
IN
MANY PLACES
EXTENSIVE
New York, Jan. 19. Aviation prizes
THOSE VOTING AGAINST STATE- er to avert civil war. Although he
WASHOUTS ARE REPORTED-RIVE- RS
thought the war useless he went to
last year amounted to $940,000. This
HOOD WILL BE IN 'HOPEfront
without
the
OUT OF BANKS
murmuring.
does not include special exhibition
LESS MINORITY
prizes: Aviators who won $50,000 or
TO HAVANA BY AIR
were: Paulhan, $70,000; Lathmore
19A
torren
Jan.
Ore.,
Portland,
"Statehood and the Constitution" is
Atlanta, Ga., Jan. 19. J. A. D. Mc tial rain storm has raged over th-- am, $60,000; ' Morane, $60,000;
this
conversation
of
the principal topic
Curdy, an aviator, has announced here
$50,000.
48 hours.
week and indications are that a heavy that he will attempt a flight from Key Willamette valley the past
hun
run
into
the
will
The
Satdamage
vote will be polled at the election
West, Fla., to Havana, Cvba, one dreds of thousands of dollars.
urday. Much more interest is being hundred miles, Saturday or Sunday
Joshua H. Smith was drowned at FLETCHER WANTS
shown in the election than was expect- If he succeeds it will be the longest
Ore., when the horse he was
Salem,
The
ed several weeks ago.
over-watever made by aero
flight
driving, was swept oft its Xeet by a
have aroused
campaigners
plane. He will use the
torrent of water, which suddenly
of
the
OUSTED
much sentiment on the part
Curtiss biplane, the "Belmont Racer." came rushing through
'he main
voters in the outlying precincts, while
street.
those of the city and town of Las Ve
A long stretch of the Southern Pa
consti
the
with
SENATOR SPEAKS IN FAVOR OF
LEGAL AID PROPOSED
gas are so engrossed
cific's
tracks in the neighborhood of
tution brand of conversation they can
PURCELL RESOLUTION FOR
rummer
a
Salem, 1b under water and
scarcely speak of anything else. And
REMOVAL OF SECRETARY
CLAUS
FOH
been
SANTA
of
have
washouts
repvre'.l.
the expressed sentiment is all in favor
conditions
water
prevail
High
of the adoption of the fundamental
Or?i;o l and
Washington, Jan. 19. Admitting
law for the new state as drawn up re a kansas legislator would throughout Washington,
and train aorvk-- that there was no question but. that
California
northern
cently in Santa Fe.
fine anyone who told
is badly demoralized. Many htreams criminal guilt .was Involved in the
Representatives of The Optic iu
none
in Oregon and southern Washington case against Secretary Ballinger, SenThere
is
child
their visits to both sides of the river
ator Fletcher of the Balllnger-Pincho- t
out of their banks.
are
as
as
discovered
accurately
bill
Not
to
outdone
the
be
by
just
though a straw vote had been taken
tha nvuriMoii held by the voters of introduced prohibiting: tights or short
Kast Las Vecas and her sister city Bkirta in public. Senator Robinson of
In regard to the election. If people the Kansas .legislature has prepared a
a fine of 1600 for any!
talk as they Intend to vote, and thiB bill providing
a child there la no
who
adult
tells
more
be
t usually th caae. there will
than 100 votes cast tor the adoption Santa Clans. The senator
of the constitution to every ballot It tends to scatter Illusions and al
though Kansas la a big state with
against it.
he
In the lobby of the postofflce this plenty of room for scattering,
illusions
to
have
doesn't
any
propose
the
were
discussing
morning six men
free and far.
constitution; all were favorable to its scattered
Several
legislators are preparing
several
car
adoption. On a street
amendments
tacking on a few other
election;
discussedMhe
coming
men
as Old Mother Hubbard,
such
illusions
the
for
as
all announced themselves
Red Riding Hood,
Little
Frost
Jack
bank
a
of
In
the
lobby
constitution.
Cost of Living, the
the
North
the
Pole,
state
TYivn
wpr talking about
Mrs. Harris, Joe
Downward
Revision,
the
bunch
approved
hood; the whole
Old
Cole,
Hoyle, Colonel
Miller,
King
In a local restaurant
constitution.
Pro Bono
and
Rneriw. Vox PoduU
to
mesa
got
several farmers from the
Publico. The other legislators think
these illusions should be cherished by
young and old as well.
TO
EVERYWHERE THE FUNDAMENT-ALAW IS THE CHIEF

CITY EDITION

reform-(Continue-

S

IN CONSIVE LEGISLATION
GRESS SAFELY BLOCKED

CODY'S WHISKERS HI8 ASSET

New York, Jan. 19. Whiskers may
ron
occasion, be regarded by the courts
Washington, Jan. 19. With both aa a trade asset of considerable value.
branches of congress tied in a hard That was established in the supreme
knot guaranteed to hold against all court yesterday when the court re
attempts at new legislation and the strained a moving picture company
Taft administration at an end as far from exhibiting "The Terror of the
as legislative achievement is concern Plains, a Story of the Wild West," on
that the application of "Buffalo Bill"' and
ed, Senator Aldrioh, confident
the
program arranged for Pawnee Bill." The mustache and
the session by himself and the house goatee of Colonel Cody and his other
a
standpat leaders will be faithfully car- distinguishing features constitute
to
the
trade
according
asset,
valuable
ried out, has left Washington for the
papers in the case.
south on indefinite leave.
So tight has the legislative knot
been tied for the purpose of shutting
out legislation objectionable to the In- PRESIDENT WILL SIT
terests that some of the standpatters
express the fear the thing has been
RETWEENJEIBOCRATS
overdone. Senator Cullom declared
the outlook Is eo bad that he would
not be surprised if it would be impos- PRESIDENT TO ATTEND POLICE
sible to get all the regular appropriaLIEUENANTS' BANQUET IN
tion bills through the senate and that
NEW YORK
J'.
of the session It would
in the wind-uthe
to
resort
to
3r!U!ji, J,,
be necessary
expedi
New York, Jan. 19. President Taft,
ent of passing a resolution continuing
through the next fiscal year the appro- Governor Dix and Mayor Gaynor will
sit at the same table on the evening
priations for the current year.
(
This afford:; the clearest idea of tie of Washington's birthday, as the
Behopeless tangle Into which affairs in guests of the Police Lieutenants'
the senate' especially have been nevolent association, at the Waldorf
brought by the determination of the Astoria. It is to be the fifth annual
standpatters that such legislation as dinner of the association. President
tie resolution providing for direct Taft attended last year's dinner and
election of senators, tie bills re remarked at the time that he "felt
stricting the issuance of injunctions so much at home among such good
in labor disoutes, the conservation fellows," that he hoped to be on
v.n
o
bills; the bill establishing a: perman- - hand this year.
p

Reno, Nev., Jan. 19. According to
reports reecived here from apparently
Harriman's pet
reliable
sources,
scheme which he fostered during the
latter years of his life of mammolh
railroad projects, of tunneling the
Sierra mountains for the. overland
trains of the Southern Pacific at a
cost of $13,000,000, is likely to be
abandoned and the course of the rail
road changed between this city and
the coast. A decision will not be
reached until a complete report has
been made to the board of directors.
The entire Southern Pacific survey
ing crew will be transferred from
Auburn to Colfax- This will make
Colfax one of the liveliest towns in
the state. The yard work, roundhouse
and all allied work will be rushed,
and meantime the route for the continuation, either as to tunneling the
Sierras or making an overland road
via Sierra and Nevada counties, will
be decided by the surveyors so that
the work can be pushed along without a bitch.
The tunneling of the Sierras will
cost millions of dollars, while the
overland route will be less expensive
and quicker. The overland seems to
be the popular one, as Sierra county
can be easily tapped. The different
resources would be more greatl: ,dveloped by the introduction of a nw
road.
.
The overland route appears to be
the one in greatest favor, taking in
a territory by such new route Wjich
heretofore has not been considered.
-
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COLORADO FACES
A

SENATORIAL
DEADLOCK

NEITHER

SPEER

NOR

ADAMS

CONTROL ENOUGH VOTES TO
BE ELECTED
'

Denver, , Jan. 19. Two Important
have been
features
prominent!
thrown to the forefront in the senatorial contest.
One is that neither Mayor R. W.
Alva Adams
Speer nor
can be elected, unless one or the other
withdraws unaer a combination of
some sort, which is not probable.
Another is thai there will be no
caucus of the democratic majority to
chooBe a senator, because of the refusal of more than a third of the democrats legislators to caucus on the selection.
Under such a contingency the contest must, therefore, be a
upon the floor of the general assembly; the .deadlock to be broken only
by a combination between Speer and
Adams or in the election of a "dark
horse."
Refusal of a large number of democrats to caucus on the senatorship
means the. overturning of that old political party institution not only in
Colorado but in other states, as evidenced by the senatorial situation
here, a'eo in the New York, New Jer
sey, Montana and Iowa legislatures.
A canvass of the democratic majority in the senate shows that of the
twenty-sixsixteen only favor a caucus and ten are against it. This lineup on the proposition is not especially significant on the alignment of
votes for Speer or Adams. AH of the
Speer people stand for a caucus and
some of the Adams supporters. Those
who are for neither candidate are
'
against a caucus.
In3tead of a caucus there is strong
talk from friends of Adams for a
Joint conference to talk over the senatorial situation. There appears to be
no decided opposition to tbls plan.
C. S. Thomas in a letter to legislators indorses the combination of
eighteen In the assembly to force the
enactment of platform legislation before a senator la elected, If that be
necessary. He says:
"We surely ousht to be able. to mus
ter twenty-o- r
twenty-fiv-e
members
who will mutually agree to stand for
platform legislation and demand co

operation of the friends of all aspirants for the honor which the democratic majority may bestow. This is
not only good politics but it is patriotism o( the highest order."
Adams lias also issued a letter to
the legislators. lie says no one can
fill the late Senator Hughes place In
qualities of statesmanship, but that.
whether in Colorado or in Washington, he, if elected, will have no master save the best interests of the
state, but will stand for democracy
'
at Washington.
"
"It would bo fair he says, "for the
capital city (Denver) to concede one
senator to the outside, after a practical monopoly of the office for a
Personally,
quarter of a century.
Colorado owes no man an office.
aek your support, not as a reward, but
aa a favor. The state owes me noth
ing I owe her much. A lifetime of
loyalty and service cannot repay the
honors the good people have confer
red upon me."

PLAN NATIONAL
RELIGIOUS

MOVE

free-for-a- ll

LEADERS

OF THE

Y.

M.

C.

A.

CHURCH

BROTHERHOODS,
ETC., CONFER

Jan. 19. Plans for the
most comprehensive and
religious campaign ever conducted in
America, were discussed here today
at a conference of leaders of the Y.
M. C. A., the various church brotherSunday
hoods, the International
association and prominent
school
ministers from many parts of the
than a
less
Nothing
country.
thorough revitallzation of the evangelical churches and other Christian
agencies in ninety American cities is
of the promoters of the
the aim
movement, which will be" known as
the religious forward movement.
Announcement will' be made shortly of the names of the ninety cities
In which the campaign is to be conducted. A committee of one hundred
Is to be appointed in each city to
consist of representatives of all religious organizations participating in
the campaign. In each city an effort
will be made to vitalize the Bible
classes in the Sunday sohools, and to
enroll men and boys in a systematic
plan
study of the scriptures. The
adopted .divides the work into three
divisions,' thai 6f" preparation for the
campaigns, an eight days' appeal to
men and boys, and
follow-u- p
program to conserve the
benefits of the campaigns.
Chicago,

U.

P. EDUCATIONAL

BUREAU GREAT

SUCCESS
EMPLOYES

HAVE

INTEREST IN

TAKEN MUCH

Tr$

WORK-COUR- SES

ARE FREE
Somewhat more than a year has
passed since the Union Pacific railroad established ita Educational Bureau of Information, and inaugurated
its courses of instruction for employes, says the Railway Review. The
plan was an innovation In the railway
world at the time of its introduction.
and possibilities for its uusefulness
were so apparent that the results of
the scheme have been awaited with
interest. A statement issued cover
ing the work of the bureau up to the
close of the calendar year 1910 shows
success in at least two important particulars: the employes have shown ap
preciation and support by enrolling
in large numbers, and they have
shown a disposition to study and pursue the courses with diligence.
A total of 1934 students were enrolled by the bureau from the beginning up to January 1, 1911, covering
a period of about fifteen months. Of
this total enrollment, 392 students
subsequently left the service of the
road, leaving 1542 enrolled and in the
service. Of this latter number, 228
were delinquent, meaning that they
bad jailed to make returns on their
work for a period of sixty days; but
any of these, by the rules of the
school, may be reinstated at any time
on signifying their desire to take up
the course again.
The students in good standing number 1314, or 85.2 per cent of those still
pursuing their Btudies. The lesson papers returned and corrected by the3e
students number more than six (hun
dred per month; and about
of all the papers sent out for return
with answers are duly sent in.
Besides the lessons covered by the
instruction papers, portions of standard text books or techincal works are
a part of some, of the courses; and in
instances where these books are call
ed for, the volumes are loaned to the
student without charge from the cir
culating l'brary. About six hundred
books were thus loaned during the
two-thir-

year

1910.

Speaking of the course for station
work, which waa one of the first ones
offered, since March 1, 1910, 61 stu
dents who. were station helpers at the
time of their enrollment have been
promoted to operators by the help
of the course. The same course has
also furnished, since March 1, 115
station helpers, the meaning of this
being that an exceptional condition is
provided in this course, in that applicants for employment as station
helpers must take the course of study
Lcefore they can be employed in that
capacity.
Of these who have become station
helpers, 35 per cent have been promoted to operators; and only 12 per
cent of those enrolling in the course
have failed to qualify for or have not
taken employment on the railroad.
Students must be employes of the
Union Pacific railroad, with the exception of those applying for the station course, as noted above.
The
courses of study are open to any employe of the railroad, and they are
absolutely free, both as to tuition and
'
text books. The courses are entirely
We know of no other medicine which has been so successful in relieving the suffering of women, or secured so voluntary, and no inducement or per
suasion is held out to enter the
many genuine testimonials, as has Lydia E. Pinkham's
courses, and no preference is given
Vegetable Compound.
to students, either in employment or
In almost every community you will find women who
promotion, except as ,the employe
have been restored to health by Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegmay increase his own efficiency. The
etable Compound. Almost every woman you meet has bureau is without authority in employment matters, and It comes in contact
either been benefited by it, or knows some one who has.
with this branch only through a pro- In the Pinkham Laboratory at Lynn, Mass., are files conVision that the record and standing of
taining over one million one hundred thousand letters from any student
Is supplied if bis superior
women seeking health, in which many openly state over
for reference. The courses
it
requests
health
their own signatures that they have regained their
by are conducted by correspondence, but
taking Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound.
it is a part of the plan eventually to
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound has saved supplement this by lectures and class
study as the plan develops. The texts
many women from surgical operations.
for the lessonB is taken for the most
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound is made exfrom papers prepared especially
part
is
harmless.
and
and
from
roots
herbs,
perfectly
clusively
this purpose under the direction of
for
because
successful
is
it
is
contains
it
so
The reason why
the bureau; but in certain instances
ingredients which act directly upon the female organism, these lesson papers are supplemented
restoring it to healthy and normal activity.
by portions of standard books by oth
Thousands of unsolicited and genuine testimonials such er authors, as mentioned heretofore.
All courses which have been offered
as the following prove the efficiency of this simple remedy.
been prepared so as to make each
have
wmmmmmi Coloma, Wisconsin. " For three years I was a3 complete
as Is possible. With but
j troubled with female weakness,
irregularities,
few
exceptions the courses can be
backache and bearing down pains. I saw an advertisement of Lydia 13. Pinkham's Vegetable taken up and completed by anyone
Compound and decided to try it. After taking having a common school education.
several bottles X found it was helping me, and I Some of the courses require some
must say that I am perfectly well now and can mathematical training, and where this
not thank you enough for what Lydia E. Pink
is true the course itself supplies the
ham's Vegetable Compound has done for me.
Sirs. John Wentland, It. F. 1., No. 3, Box 60, training leading up to the required
grade of work. The text papers, as
Coloma, Wisconsin.
I
w urea
are original for this purpose.
stated,
Women who are suffering from those dis
were prepared by some railroad
They
of
should
lose
ills
not
sight
peculiar to their sex
tressing
official or employe specially qualified
these facts or doubt the ability of Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegto prepare them.- In some instances
etable Compound to restore their health.
they are the work of a single individ
1
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ual, but in other instances a number
of officers or employes of special
knowledge in the particular branch of
the service collaborated in the production of the papers for a single course.
Aa indicating the idea of fitting the
work of the needs of the common employe, there are about 150 Japanese
track laborers enrolled in the studies.
The lesson papers are printed in Japanese for students of this class who
desire to take the work in their own
language. The figures given above as
to the number of students do not include the Japanese students.
The separate courses now number
some 26 or 27, and others are in preparation to bring the total number
up to 29 in the immediate future. In
addition to the regular courses, the
bureau publishes from time to time
and distributes pamphlets containing
special information on various subjects. These may be of a timely nature, or on some topic of general interest bearing on the general efficiency of the corps of employes.
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Muslin Underwear
At

Off

One-Thir- d

During our annual WHITE SALE which closes Wednesday, Jan. 25, 1911,
our entire stock of Ladies' Muslin Underwear, including the newest and best
models, well made and up to our usual standard in quality, will be sold at

POSTAL CLERKS
T LIKE IT

ONE-THIR-

OFF

D

Everything Is marked in plain figures you make your selections at our
usual prices, deduct
from the total value and take the goods.

THEY CANNOT STAND
PHYSICAL STRAIN REQUIRED

DECLARE

ONE-THIR- D

UNDER NEW RULE

Jan. 19. Railway mail
Chicago,
clerks are in revolt over a new rule
which the postofflce department has
inaugurated, requiring them to work
six and one-hal- f
hours daily in road
service. The rule is part of the system of economy introduced by Postmaster General Hitchcock and the
clerks assert that the result is more
delays, mistakes and mishandling of
mail than ever was known in the
service.
At a meeting of the Chicago branch
of the Ra'lway Mail association, rep
resenting about 1,000 clerks on rail
roads running out of the city, resolu
tion were adopted and sent to officials
of the department protesting that the
clerks cannot stand the physical
strain and that the order should be
rescinded. Under the former rules
the clerks worked five and one-hal- f
hours a day in road work, the rest of
their time being taken up in studying
distribution schemes at their homes
or at the terminals.
Many of the older clerks are said to
be leaving the service. They declare
that hey cover as large a mileage as
the train crewsl besfftes pitting in
three or four hours a day in study. If
the train crews are required to do ex- tia work they are paid for it, while
the railway mail clerks receive no
compensation for overtime, though
they are required to work sixteen
hours- - a day.
Individual clerks say they are prohibited by an executive order from
appealing to congress and that if they
protest tOQ strongly to the department officials they are discharged for
insubordination.
CIVIL ENGINEERS TO MEET
Winnipeg, Man-- Jan. 19. Prepara
tions on an elaborate scale are being
made for the entertainment of the
Canadian Society of Civil Engineers,
anwhich is to hold its twenty-fiftnual meeting in this city next week.
The gathering will attract eminent
members of the profession from every section of the dominion. The
sessions will begin Tuesday and continue four days, during which, time
there will be addresses, papers and
discussions covering a wide range of
technical subjects. Between sessions
the engineers will pay visits of
to the new municipal power
plant at Point du Bois, the St. Andrews Locks, the shops of the Grand
Trunk Pacific Railway and various
large industrial plants in, Winnipeg
and vicinity.
,
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MAYFLOWER

MEMORIAL

London, Jan. 19. Branches of vari.
ous American patriotic societies have
announced their intention of contributing panels to the memorial to the
Pilgrim Fathers which is to be' erected at Plymouth, The memorial will
take the form of a large and imposing monument to be erected from tlie
designs of R. M. Lucas.
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Ladies' White Waists
FOR SPRING, 1011

500 of the newest, most popular

Waist models for the Spring, 191 1, season
received especially for this sale. New, attractive designs in desirable qualities and about forty styles to choose from. These Waists have been
marked $1.50 to $a.oo each. For this sale, your choice for only

$1.37

Other Waists, including many styles in Lingerie and Tailored models, very
attractively priced for. this sale.

frl
ESTABLISHED

SIXTYJEARS

OLD

NOTED

EDUCATOR
DEVOTING
MUCH TIME TO CAUSE OF
UNIVERSAL PEACE

Palo Alto, Calif., Jan. 19. Dr. Dad
Starr Jordan, president of
Stanford, Jr., University and one
of the foremost among American
received congratulations
from friends throughout the country
today on the occasion of his sixtieth
Jordan
Dr.
birthday
anniversary.
was born in Gainesville, N. Y January 19, 1851, and was educated at
Cornell University. ' Prior to becoming president of Stanford university
at its opening in 1891 he had served
for six years as president of Indiana
State University.
At the present
time he is devoting much attention
to the subject of universal peace and
the agitation for an international
court of arbitration. He is chief director of the board of the World's
peace foundation which has control of
the expenditure of the million-dolla- r
fund offered by Edward Gicn, of Boston, for the peace propoganda.
vid

Lq-lan-

A Reliable

Remedy

1862

Retail Prices:- -

DAVID STARR JORDAN

Ely's Cream
A

I
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STOPPED THOSE PAINS
Copper Hill, Va. Mrs. Ida Conner,
of this place, says, "For years, I had
a pain in my right side, and I was
very sick with womanly troubles. I
tried different doctors 'but could get
no relief. I had given up all hope of
ever getting well. I took Cardul, and
it relieved the pain in my side, and
now I feel like a new person. It is
a wonderful medicine." Many women are completely worn-ou-t
and discouraged on account of some womanly trouble. Are you? Take Cardul
the woman's tonic. Its record shows
that it wll' help you. Why wait? Try
it today. Ask your druggists about
it.

MAW RZL

2,000 lbs., or more, each delivery, 20c per 100
1,000 Ids., to 2,000 lbs., each delivery, 25c per
200 lbs., to 1,000 lbs., each delivery, 30c per
B0 Ibt., to 200 lbs, each delivery 40c per

Lett than

SO

Ibt.
110 Ibt.
100 lbs.

100 Ibt.
lbs., each delivery, 50c per 100 Ibt.

i

AGUA PURA COMPANY

Harvesters, Storerg and Distributors of Natural Ice, the parity and
lasting qualities of which have made Las Vegas famous. Office 731
Douglas Avenue.

Continuous Advertising
WHAT makes your name
iSidentifies
it with your business.

familiar and
Continuou- snever turning your back to give the other
fellow a chance when you are not looking.
If you advertise occasionally, somebody else
may share in the benefit of your expenditure
by chancing to be in when you are out.

GROSS, HELL Y
( Incorporated

and CO.

WHOLESALE MEil MAN7&
and Dealer In

CATARRH

WOOL, HIDES

Balm

it nuickly absorbed.
Gim Reliel at Once.
It cleanses, soothes,
heals and protects
the dise:ised mem-braresulting from
Catarrh and drives
a
Cold in the
away
Head quickly, lie- stores the Senses of HAY
Taste aud Smell. Pull
gists or by mail. In liquid form, 5 cents.
Elv Brothers, 56 Warren Street, New York.

FEVER

and

PELT&

HOUSES

at East Las Vegas, N. M., Albuquerqte, N. M
Tucumcari, N. M., Pecos, N. M.,
igan, N. I
Trinidad, Colorado.
--

-

,

BAM WAGONS, the Cost Farm
Wagons
RACINE. SATTLEY OO., VthMei
NAVAJO BLANKETS

mad

I

THE SOUTH HAS

PLAYS

it
TH- ESALIENT FEATURES
CONSTITUTION

TWO HUSBANDS

AND PLAYERS

NOT FORGOTTEN

LIVING WITH THE

Maeterlinck's "Blue Bird' is to be
seen In Paris.
Max Rogers has In preparation
vaudeville sketch.
Mabel Burt has joined Otis Skin
Tr
niw inc. 104TH ANNIVERSARY ner's company in "Sire."
.v,L,nT
KANSAS WOMAN JUST AS FOND
OF HIS BIRTHDAY WAS
Sophie Brandt Is to join the "Mad
OF NO. ONE AS SHE IS OF
ame Troubador" company in Chicago.
CELEBRATED
NO. TWO
Henry B. Harris has leased the Wal
nut Street theatre in Philadelphia for
Richmond. Va., Jan. 19. a parade
a number of years,
Wichita, Kan., Jan. 19. Not many
or me Richmond
Light Infantry
A new musical comedy which began women would have the courage to
Blues, the Richmond Howitzers and
other local military organizations was its season In Atlanta recently is called make a home happy for a husband and
the principal feature of today's cele "The Wireless Belles."
at the same time
Pauline Perry, the heroine, of "The a former husband
bration of the 104th anniversary of
W. A. Wilson,
Mrs.
But
is
what
that
a
is
sketch
with
vaudeville
in
the birth of General Robert E. Lee, Climax,"
who formerly was Mrs. A. W.'Luce, is
entitled "The Silver Cottle."
Tie Lee monument, and also the
Margaret lllington apeared in Louis trying to do now at her home at 105G
statue of General Jackson were dec
ville recently in a new play adapted North St. Francis avenue. The tongue
orated with owers by the Richmond
from the French, called "The En
of gossip, that old dame who is always
chapter, United Daughters
of the counter."
for the people who have courConfederacy, and the Lee camp of
John Westley and Annie Murdock looking
to try to do right, regardless of
United Confederate Veterans.,
age
have been engaged by Henry W. Sav
what the neighbors think, has been
age for the new farce by Rupert
wagging at a great rate for the last
Montgomery, Ala., Jan. 19. Mont
Me.
Hughes, entitled "Excuse
week and at last Mrs. Wilson has de
gomery, the firBt capital of the ConRuth Comfort MiCchell has writ
federacy, observed the birthday an- ten a dramatic sketch called Tne cided to tell something of her story
for publication.
niversary of General Lee today as a
Way to the Heart" for Julius Steger.
When Mrs. Anna Luce was a young
public holiday. Public offices, banks The theme is that of
problem of labor
and many mercantile establishments
girl, so young that she knew practi
and brotherly love as its solution.
remained closed.
cally nothing of life, she married A.
Fritzl Scluff Is soon to begin rehears W.
Luce. He was many years older
Victor Hubert ope' a
als In tne
Jacksonville, Fla., Jan. 19. Florida in which Bhe is to appear . This work than his wife and has since reproach
ed h'mself for persuading her that the
observed the birthday anniversary of
is called "Roslta," and Its book la by
difference In ages would be of no moGeneral Robert E. Lee as a legal holMiss
Thompson,
Joseph Herbert and
ment.
Everything went well with the
iday. A feature which marked the
When Marie Tempest appears as
until two years ago, when Mrs,
couple
day in many places was the Urstribu-tlo-n
Sharp, in "Vanity Fair," Gra Luce met W. A.
Wilson, a young man
of crosses of honor to the Con- Becky
ham Browne will be the Capt. Raw
of about her own age. The two fell
federate veterans by "the Daughters don
Crawley, Olive Wyndham will be in love.
of the Confederacy.
Amelia Sedlex and Rose Coghlan will
Then comes the part of the story in
play Mrs. O'Dowd,
which Mr. Luce will figure as a hero
Charleston, S. C, Jan. 19. Today,
next
Robert Edeson's new play for
General Lee's birthday anniversary, season .will be a dramatization of "Mr, or an "easy mark," according to the
which is a legal holiday in South
temperament of the reader. When he
Bill," a novel by Arthur E. Lyona, found that he could not make his wife
Carolina, was observed by the closing The dramatization Is by Mr. Edeson,
of banks, offices and many business
happy he offered to let her get a di
it will be produced In the early part vorce
so that she could marry young
houses. Exercises appropriate to the
of September.
She finally agreed. MeanWilson.
of
were
held
under
the
day
auspices
The curtain of the new Blackstone
while
had gone to Los Angel
Wilson
the local patriotic societies.
theatre In Chicago is to be of tapes es,
so when the divorce was
Calif.,
try, woven at Aubusson, near Paris,
granted last June, Mrs. Luce went out
Atlanta, Ga., Jan. 19- The anni- It
represents a garden scene in the
versary of the birth of General Robert time of Louis XIII, and it is said to there to marry him.
Her traveling expenses to the coast
E. Lee was observed today in Athave cost 15,000.
were paid by her former husband and
lanta, Augusta, Savannah and other
Ireen Franklin, who left vaudeville she
carried with her a sum of money
cities throughout Georgia. In many
to play one of the principal roles in as a
wedding girt rrom mm. ie is
places the delivery of eulogies on "The Summer Widowers," will return
of
wealthy. On the 23rd of August she
the character and achievements
to the vauevill- - stage, appearing at
the great leader was supplemented Hmmrstein's. New York, in a new was married at the court house in
Los Angeles to Wilson. According
with civic and military parades.
musical sketch.
to
the state laws of California this
Bertha Kallch,- who appeared with was a
legal marriage. However, it
Little Rock, Ark., Jan. 19. Arkan- the New Theatre company,
ew
not
was
sas today kept the customary holilegal under the Kansas laws,
York, last seaaon, is to make a star
day In honor of the memory of Gen- ring tour under the Shuberts' direc which provide a divorced person must
At
eral Lee. In this city all the schools
- not marry inside of six months.
tion this year in "The Kreutzer bon- the time of the wedding all three par
and banks were closed and appropriin which she starred
concerned thought It was per-ate exercise were held by the vete- uta," the drama
of H. G. Fluke ties
management
under
the
rans and affiliated societies.
legal.
foctly
several years ago.After Mrs. Wilson had been in Cali
man
in
medicine
the
of
The part
fornia for a few months she grew
Milton Royle's western play, "The Sihomesick. Finally she couldn't bear It
lent Call," wil be played by Elmer
any longer to think that her former
Grandln, an actor of greaH. height and husband, who had been so kind to her,
size, who has played a long line of
,
might be needing her to take care of
of giants, such as that of
parts
him as old age crept on. So she wrote
A Marvel For Sore Feet. Acts Right
who twists the neck of the bull, to Mr. Luce and he went to Los AnOft
In the first presentation of the play
geles. The. three then made a home
Quo Vadls" In New York.
in the western city until the first of
this month, when Mrs. Wilson declarSAFETY
ed that she wanted to live m Kansas.
RAILWAY
FOR
So .they came back to Wichita to
19. Pursuant
Jan.
N.
Y.,
Syracuse,
Service
in the bungalow which Mr. Luce
Public
live
the
to a call issued by
of
the
To legalize the marriage, fthey
owns.
conference
a
iCommission
to Newton and were
went
the
of
principal
Wednesday
officials
operating
Mr.
court house.
at
York
the
remarried
New
in
railroads
itomrhn
state was held today for the discus Luce says that the younger couple
sion of questions in relation to the seem like children to him and that he
them with him while
safety of operation of the electric wants to have
lines. Uniform rules and methods of he. lives and see them happy. Mrs.
the Wilsqn said:
operation, the installation of
','Everyone make mistakes in life. 1
block signal system and a number of
are
made one, but I am trying to live
have
other changes and Improvements
of it down. I wantthe
the
consequences
minimize
order
to,
in
sought
Sore Feet? Never After Using TIZ
to Wichita, because
back
come
ed to
chances of accidents.
I have a few loyal friends here and
Good-by- e
sore feet, aching feet,
besides I like Kansas. California is
swollen feet, sweaty feet, smelling
TO MEET "AMERICUS"
"HACK"
nice for scenery, but Kansas is good
feet, tired feet.
Md., Jan. .19 All ar to live in.
Baltimore,
Good-by- e
and
callouses
bun
corns,
rangements have been concluded for
"The three of us will live here now
ions and raw spots.
match to be and I will take care of Mr. Luce. I
the
wrestling
handicap
You've never tried anything like
held there tomorrow night between wouldn't be happy in California thinkTIZ before for your feet. It is diffe
Gus
and
Georee Hackenschmidt
ing that he was alone after all the
cnt from anything ever before sold. Schoenlein
("Americus"). The art- years when he had taken Buch good
It acta at once and makes the feet icles of agreement provide that Hack
care of me. If there has been a misfeel remarkably fresh and
enschmidt, In order to win the de take in my life it was when I marTIZ is not a powder. Powdera and cision and the
long end of the purse, ried Mr. Luce, but I was too young to
other foot remedies clog up the pores. must throw his opponent twice within
know what I was doing.
TIZ draws out all poisonous exuda an hour. Both men are reported to
"Gossip is always hard on a woman
tions which bring on soreness of the be in excellent condition and an in and I
thought perhaps If I told the
feet, and is the only remedy that teresting contest is expected.
frank truth It might help to put the
does. TTZ cleans out every pore
matter out of public thought forever.
and glorifies the feet your feet
We meant to do right about the seANOTHER BANKER ON TRIAL
You'll never limp again or draw
cond marriage, but when we found
R.
19.
William
New York, Jan.
up yoar face in pain, and you'll for
It wasn't legal we went to Newton, to
the
of
former
president
Montgomery,
get about your corns, bunions and cal Hamilton bank and for
all
many years avoid comment and were married
louses. You'll fee like a new person.
I guess It's legal now."
over
again.
financial
cir
York
in
New
If you don't find all this true arte prominent
cles, was arraigned for trial today
tvylng a box of TIZ you can get your before Judge Rosasky In the court
Foley Kidney Pills
coney right back.
of general sessions. The defendant
Are tonic in action, quick in reTIZ Is for sale at all druggists at
is under five indictments charging sults. A special medicine for all
2i cents per box, or It will be sent him
with. grand larceny and forgery kidney and bladder disorders. Mary
says:
ycu direct if you wish from Walter in connection with the flnacial trou C. Abbott, Wolfeboro, N. H.,
was afflicted with a bad case of
Dither Dodge & Co., Chicago, III. bles of the Hamilton bank during the "I
rheumatism, due to uric acid that my
For sale by all druggists.
panic In 1907.
kidneys failed to clear out of my
blood. I was so lame in my feet,
'
bilious-Tie-altJoints and back that It was agony for
If you, are suffering from
Many persons find themselves af me to step. I used Foley Kidney
constipation, indigestion, chron
pos- fected with a persistent cough after Pills for three days when I was able
io headache, invest one cent in aMedi-.i..
an attack of influenza. As this cough t get up uid move about and the
tal card, send to Chamberlain
rv Twn
Moines. Iowa, with your can be promptly cured by the use of pains were all gone. This great
w
AS49
Cough
Remedy, it change in condition I owe to Foley
name and address plainly on the back, Chamberlain's
not be allowed to run on until Kidney Pills nd recommend them to
and they will forward you a free sam should
uu it becomes troublesome. Sold by all any one suffering as T have." O. G.
s tsiomaon
ple of Chamberlain
all
Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Co.
druggists.
Sold
druggists.
by
Tablets.
Liver
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1.

district court 1 .very reasonable,
when the importance of the
office and the high character of
the attainments requ'red are con-

and religious

Full political

liberty- 2. Strict limitation of legislative expense.
3. No bill (excepting
general
bills) to embrace
appropriation
more than one subject, and that
io be clearly expressed In the
title. This to prevent "jokers"
in legislation.
4. No law to be revised or
amended by reference, but each
section as revised or amended
to be set out in full.'
6. The power of the governor
to veto a part of .a bill appropriating money, and approve a part.
This to prevent the forcing of a
bad law by the necessity for appropriations.
6. Laws not to go Into effect
until ninety days after the adjournment of the legislature, except as to appropriation and
emergency measures.
7. Local and special laws not
allowed.
8No law can be made remitting any fine, penalty or judgment against any officer, or validating illegal use of public
funds.
9. The legislature cannot grant
any special privilege to any person or corporation, and no exclusive right, franchise, privilege
or Immunity can be granted by
the legislature or any municipality.
10. No law can be passed giving extra compensation to any
officer, servant, agent or contractor after service is rendered
or contract made.
11. Compensation
of officers
cannot be Increased or diminished during their term of office.
'
12. No 'member of the legislature can be appointed to an office
during the term for which he
was elected.
13. No member of the legislature can within one year thereafter bs ojipointed to an office
which was created or the emoluments increased during his term
-

Of Offioe.
14. No

:

"

member of the legislature can,, within one year thereafter be Interested in any contract with the state, or any municipality thereof, which was authorized by any law passed during his term of office.
15. No obligation due the state
or any municipality can be remitted by the legislature.
can escape
16. No
person
(punishment for the violation of a
law by the subsequent repeal of
such law.
and
officers
17. All
state
judges of the district and supreme courts are liable to Impeachment, removal from office
and disqualification to hold office
for crimes, misdemeanors and
malfeasance in office.
18. No member of the legislature allowed to use a pass or accept transportation from a railroad company on terms not open,
to the general public.
19. Giving or receiving a bribe
for a vote for or against legislation made a felony, and punished as such.
of the
20. Executive officers
state to be elected by the people,
and, with the exception of com- mlssloner of public lands and
superintendent of public Instruction, cannot succeed themselves.
21. Reasonable salaries'! to officers:
$5,000
Governor
,.. 3,000
Secretary of State
3,000
Auditor

Treasurer

3,000
4,000

;

Attorney General
Supt Public. Instruction . . 3,000
Com. of Public Lands .... 3,000
we
that
consider
When
many of our county officers
more than double these
salaries, the above provisions are
very reasonable, in consideration
of the importance of the offices
filled and the high character and
ability required to fill them acceptably.
21. An
Independent supreme
court Instead of a supreme court
composed of the trial judges, as
heretofore.
23. Election of Judges by the
people and terms of office (eight
years for supreme court; sit
years for district court) long
enough to minimize political inre-cei-

fluence.
24, Salaries

'

of Judges (6,000
tor supreme court and $ 4,500 for

Invested

A county clerk to perform

the duties heretofore

performed
by the probate clerk and district
court clerk.
26. Equal and uniform taxation.
27. Double
forbidtaxation

den.
,

28. Total annual tax levy for
all purposes, except state debt,
limited to 12 mills for the first
two years and 10 mills thereafter. Our usual ' tax levy for
territorial purposes has been
from 12 to 14 mills. '
29. The illegal use of public
moneys or the making of profit
out of the same declared a felony, and punished as such.
30. All public moneys not Invested In Interest bearing securities are required to be deposited
in national or state banks and
trust companies, at Interest.
31. The state assumes all Indebtedness of the territory in the
several counties,
which was
valid June 20th, 1910. This was
required by the provisions of the
enabling act and was not optional with th
convention. The
territory is subrogated to the
rights of the counties, and the
legislature Is forbidden to release any county or any of the
taxable property therein, from
its obligation to pay the state
by reason of its assumption or
payment of the debt of such
,
county.
,
32. The
"Militia War-rants" connot be validated or
legalized.
33. Bonded indebtedness of the
thereterritory and
of is limited to certain percentages of the assessed valuation
for the preceding year, as follows: State not to exceed one
per cent; county not to exceed
four per cent; school districts
not to exceed six per cent; cities, towns and villages not to
exceed four per cent, except for
sewer system and water supply,
which Is not limited. '
34. The purposes for which &
county can , be bonded are limited to necessary public buildings,
roads and bridges. The purposes for which school districts
can be bonded are for school
buildings and school grounds.
35. It Is illegal to Issue bonds
for state, counties, school districts or villages, until the same
Is authorized by a vote of a majority of the taxpayers.
36. The iniquitous fee system
is abolished.
37. County officers,
excepting
county clerk and probate judge,
cannot succeed themselves, nor
hold any county office for four
years thereafter.
commission
38. A corporation
to be elected by the people of
the state and charged with the
duty of fixing, determining, supervising, regulating and controlling all charges and rates of
railway, express, telegraph, telephone, sleeping car and other
transportation and transmission
companies and common carriers
within the state. Also to require
railway companies to provide and
maintain adequate depots, stock
pens, station buildings, agents
and facilities for the accommodation of passengers and for receiving and delivering freight
and express, and to provide and
maintain
necessary
crossings,
culverts and sidings upon and
alongside of their roadbeds,
whenever in the Judgment of the
commission, public Interest demand it, and as may be reasonable and just. Also said commission is charged with the duty
of making and enforcing reasonable and just rules requiring the
supplying of cars and equipment
for the use of shippers and passengers and to require all Interstate railways, transportation
companies or common carriers to
provide such reasonable safety
appliances in connection with all
equipment as may be necessary
and proper for the safety of its
employes and the public, and as
are now or may be required by
the federal laws, rules and regulations
Interstate
'governing
commerce.
39. A permanent
school fund,
the principal of which la to be
is

the bonds of the

and munlcl allties
thereof, and only the interest
therefrom used for the current
school fund, consisting of the
following:
(a) Sections 2, 16, 32 and 36
in each township, or lands selected In lieu thereof.
(b) AlJ other lands granted to
the state not otherwise appropriated.
all
other gifts,
(c) Also
grants and devises to the state,
the purposes of .which are not
specified.
(d) Five per cent of all the
moneys realized from the sale of
public lands by the United States
within the state of New Mexico
after its organization.
(e) All other gifts, grants
and devises to the state for the
purpose of public schools or the
use of which Is not otherwise
specified.
40. A current school fund, composed of the following:
(a) All fines and forfeitures
under general laws.
(b) All property escheated to

sidered.
25.

in

state, county

the state.

'

(c) All rentals from lands of
the permanent school fund.
(d) All Interest realized from
the permanent school fund.
(e) Taxes, If necessary, to
supplement the current school
fund.
41. A guaranty by the state of
at least five months school annually In every school district
in the state.
42. Said constitution la reasonably easy of amendment, as follows:
(a) The legislature may at
s
any session thereof, by a
vote of all members of
each house voting separately,
propose amendments.
(b) At the first regular session
after the expiration of. two years
from the time j the constitution
goes into effect, and at any regular session each eight years
thereafter, a ' majority of all
members elected to each .house
voting separate!?, may propose
amendments.
(c) Proposed amendments to
be submitted to a vote of the
people, and adopted by a majority
of the electors voting - thereon
and by an affirmative vote of 40
per cent of all votes cast at said
election and at least one-haof
the counties thereof.
(d) During tie first twenty-fiv- e
s
of the
years,
members elected to each house,
s
and thereafter,
of the
members elected to each house
may propose the calling of a new
constitutional
convention
and
submit the same to a vote of the
people.
Benefits to Bs DerlvSd From
Statehood.
1. For a permanent
school
fund:
(a) In addition to sections
16 and 36 heretofore granted to
the territory, a gift of sections
2 and 32 in each township In the
state, or lands in lieu thereof,
valued on the basis of the minimum price fixed by congress, at
two-third-

'

lf

three-fourth-

two-third-

116,000,000.

(b) Five per cent of the proceeds of all public lands within the state, sold hy the United
States after the organization of

the state.
The unuaued portion of
land granted
for payment of Grant and Santa
Fe county bonds, validated by
congress, said balance estimated
at
of said 1,000,000
acres.
2. For public buildings, public
educational Institutions and other
1350,000
public Institutions,
acres of land, valued at the minimum price fixed by congress at
(c)

1,000,000 acres of

two-thir-

$4,050,000.
3. For the payment of bonds
issued by Grant and Santa Fe
counties, which were validated
by congress against the protest
of said counties, 1,000,000 acres
of land valued at $4,000,000. It
d
is estimated that
of
tils donation will pay said bonds,
and the enabling act makes the
rest of said donation or the Proceeds thereof a permanent school
fund for the benefit of the common schools.
The following safeguards rela- tive to these lands are contained
In the enabling' act: "Aft lands,
leaseholds, timber and other products of land, before being of
,

one-thir-

fered shall be apraised at their
true value, and no sale or other
disposal thereof shall be made,
for a consideration less than the
value so ascertained, nor In any
case less than the minimum
price hereinafter fixed, nor upon
credit, unless accompanied by
ample security, and the legal
title shall not be deemed to have
passed until the consideration
shall have been paid.
"Lands east of the line between "ranges 18 and 19 east of
New Mexico Principal Meridian,
shall not be sold for less than $5
per acre, and lands west of that
line shall not be sold for less
than $3 per acre, and no lands
which are or shall be susceptible
of irrigation under any projects
now or hereafter completed or
adopted by the Unl.ted States
under legislation for the reclamation of lands, or under any other
project for the reclamation of
lands, shall be sold at less than
$25 per acre.
"Every lease, sale, conveyance
or contract, of or concerning any
of, the lands hereby granted or
confirmed, or the use thereof, or
the natural products thereof, not
made In substantial conformity
with the provisions of this act,
shall be null and void, any provision of the constitution or laws
of the said state to the contrary
notwithstanding."
We secure these gifts by adopt,
ing statehood; we loose them by
rejecting statehood.
But this Is not all we gain by
statehood. We bring to a successful conclusion a contest which
we have waged for sixty-thre- e
years. We realize the fruition of
our hopes long deferred. We se-cthe blessings of
a privilege estimated
among freemen as beyond price.
We shall have, in place of a voteless delegate, two senators and
two representatives to represent
us in the councils of the nation.
We- shall have all the safeguards
provided by the enabling act and
the provisions of our constitution.
With state government we taay
rightfully expect a great influx
of capital and people to develop
our latent resources, and great Increase In population, wealth and
general prosperity of our peo'
ple.
We respectfully point out to
those who differ from ns that a
vote against the constitution Is
in reality only a vote against
statehood.
To those opposing the constitution because it does not declare
for prohibition, ( we say, neither
does it declare against prohibition. If statehood should be defeated you get no prohibition,
but you perpetuate territorial
government.
To those who oppose the constitution because it does not provide for direct legislation, we
answer that you do not have direct legislation under the territorial form of government, and
that a defeat of statehood does
not secure direct legislation, but
only perpetuates the burdens of a
territorial government.
The fact that it has required
sixty-thre- e
years of struggle to
secure the opportunity for
is sufficient evidence
that it is not' easily obtained. Let
us accept it while there Is opportunity and fcefjore it eludes
out grasp.
If the things which the constitution does not contain are right,
and worth while, they will live,
and If the people desire them, the
constitution can be amended to
provide for them. It is much
easier to amend the constitution
than it is to get an enabling act
through congress.
No man who Is interested in
his own welfare and In the welfare of New Mexico will do Justice by himself or by his commonwealth unless he casts bis
ballot on January 21 FOR THE
CONSTITUTION. A man's first
duty is to his family and then to
his state. The Optic firmly believes that every man will do his
duty on election day. The bigger the majority for the constitution the better impression will
the document make on President
Governor
Taft and congress.
Mills' 25,000 prediction would be
about the right size and we believe that prediction will come
true on January 21.
'
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lower than at present; much lower
than in the past
. Santa Fe and .Grant counties,, financial cripples, are put on (heir feet
WITHOUT ADDED BURDEN ON
THE STATE OR ON THE OTHER
COUNTIES.
Congress
gives the
state a MILLION ACRES of land to
care for the railroad bonded debt in
these two counties;
OF
THIS GRANT WILL PAfr ' THE
s
DEBT; the other
gps t1
I I
help support the schoqlsf
The legislature may levy SPflAL

TheCostof Motoring
BY A MAN OF MODERAtp MEANS

Ihaf floats the
about the
syste
pass
wAk
dwelling
house,
involved an
1
enger and freight vehicles, represent- additional outlay or? $400, making a
'
ing a cash investment of something total of $2,250.
The cost of maintenance has been
like. $600,000,000, says a writer in a
recent issue of The Outlook. An as follows. The total expense, inEntered Vt the Postofflcs at East
eminent educator, and many less cluding gasoline, oil, supplies of all
Las Vegas, New Mexico, for transmiseminent ones, as well as bankers kinds, repairs, and additions, was:
sion through the United 8tats Malls TAXES
ON INCOMES ANlf;pER- and professional men, have become
is second class matter.
For the First Year
THE
OUTPUT 5 OF
ITANCES,
alarmed at this situation, and have
Cost per month
MINES, THE PRODUCTION OF Or..
12.35
a
SUBSCRIPTION
RATES
LANDS AND FORESTS. The people repeatedly warned the public that
Miles traveled
2,655.00
continued indulgence in this form of Cost
Oally Per Year, by Carrier ....97. SO have full power to levy4speclal taxes
per mile
5.6 cts.
'Oally Per Month, by Carrier... .65 which will enormously Increase tie luxury will inevitably bring disaster Total
$148.23
to
to
and
the
the
individual
country.
Daily Per Week, by Carrier .. .15 revenues.
deSecond
Year
The charge has been made and
The public schools will have
Weekly Optic and Stock Grower,
big
times that homes ar be- Cost per month
:
32.09
Per Year, by MaU
2.00 ger endowment than in almost any nied many
to buy automobiles, Miles traveled
3,560.00
Six Months
1.00 state; they get nearly FOUR AND A ing mortgaged
and unnecessary Cost per mile
10. 08 cts
Advertisers are guaranteed, the HALF MILLION ACRES of land in that unfortunate
made by the mid- Total cost
are
sacrifices
being
$385.02
largest daily and weekly circulation Ed'l'tion to what they already have,
of any newspaper in northeastern New
The equalization board will consist dle classes.
Third Yefar
In a town of about 60,000 InhabiMexico.
entirely of state officers, ELECTED
Cost per month
29 . 33
tants
there are on record mortgages
liy THE PEOPLE.
Miles traveled
3,727.00
to
amount
of
prothe
$90,000,
the
I ARGE TRACTS shall not be as
COLORADO TELEPHONE
Cost per mile
9.4 cts.
a lower acre value than ceeds of which have been expended Total cost
at
pessed
$352.00
Business Office
Main 2
On
small tracts of land of the same in the purchase of automobiles.
Editorial Rooms
Main 2
of
manufacturers
the
the
other
hand,
k'nd.
Total expense for maintenMain 2
Society Editor
he PLOWING OF LAND docs not motor cars point out that the autoance for 3 years
.
$895.25
imone
is
of
great
li'.Liease its taxes a strong Jinduo mobile industry
The
Increase
in
second
the
large
THURSDAY, JANUARY 19, 1911.
of
to
thousands
portance
ment to agricuHntal developmtenj;.
that that portion of the public year in the total for the year, and
The legislature is FORBIDDEN TO
therefore in the cost per mile, was
STATEHOOD MEANS LESS LEGALIZE OR VALIDATE
THE that is buying automobiles is not due to
the purchase of five complete
TAXES
?: z,
spending so much money for surplus new
M.LITIA WARRANTS,.,.
tires
$241, in which is included
and
Siilngent provisions give the 'ie clothes, theaters, jewels, flowers,
the cost of keeping them in repair.
We all want to see New Mexico Tie control over the
of the
forms
other
exof
incurring
The low cost of the first year is due
win her half century fight for her tra state, county or mnnlc (pall in There is a large element of fact in
to the comparatively
small
'
4
partly
sides-Ion
statements
both
made
the
rights; we all want to see a new debtedness.
number
of miles traveled, 2,655, and
autrue
the
is
that
MEANS
PROSPER
undoubtedly
STATEHOOD
star In the flag; we all want to be
to the fact that it) was not necessary
ITY FOR NEW MEXICO; it means tomobile has been the cause of wild
to purchase any tires, those supplied
given the privilege of ruling our lower
taxes; the wiping out of finatf extravagance or reckless expenditure. with the car
selves and. helping in the administra- rial
.having lasted just about
car
own
motor
a
a saving of When the desire to
embarrassment;
tion of the affairs of our country, nearly $100,000 a year by the aboli gets a ' firm hold on the masculine a year. For the fourth year there
will be another large item, involveditorially remarks the Albuquerque tion of the fee system; a big saving mind, or on the women members of
ing an outlay of about $250. It Is to
InevitIs
a
result
almost
the
in the expenses of government the
family,
Morning Journal.
be noted In explanation of these reof the schools; able. The price of the car, the cost
Sentiment alone, the independent permanent prosperity
sults
that the owner drives his own
no extra burden on any taxpayer; of maintenance, the rapid depreciacar and takes care of It, except in the
American .spirit, should make every infcrces
uninno
terrors
the
have
for
the
in
tion,
counties,
economy
citizen vote for statehood with en- wife out railroad debts will :h huf formed, i It is entirely natural that matter of removing dust and grease
and polishing the brass; this is done
thusiasm; but there Is a more prac hung like the sword of Damocles ov- a family of moderate means, seeing
their neighbors and friends in simi by the furnaceman once a week. The
tical side to it It means dollars and er two counties.
ADMIN
lar circumstances driving automobiles condition of the car is never neIT MEANS A BUSINESS
cents to every one of us.
minISTRATION OF NEW MEXICO'S should come to the conclusion that glected; it receives at least ten
This paper has gone over the fin FINANCES BY THE PEOPLE OF
once
a
utes'
attention
a
and
day,
they can afford to indulge in the
'
ancial end of it many times; all we NEW MEXICO.
same luxury. The fallacy concealed thorough inspection once a week- It
can do is to recapitulate.
With statehood our future great in this line of reasoning is that the is always well groomed. The owner
makes all the minor repairs and adNo man can prove the obverse of ness is unlimited. No state will ever average family can afford the exThe car is driven most
justments.
sounder
Involved
in
the
Union
entered
of
have
in
the
money
penditure
these facts:
In town a speed of
conservatively.
financial
condition; nearly every ownership and operation of A motor
The expense of the state officers
12 miles an hour is rarely exceeded;
on
concluIs
balances
car.
erroneous
the
its
This
has
the
right
county
in .the country, on very rare occasions
will ba lower than at present, ex side of the
ledger; a state bonded in- sion that has led to much loss and
has it been driven faster than
only
case
of
and
be
will
the
million
the
debtedness of only" a
much deprivation.
cepting
judiciary
16 miles per hour, for the simple
The chief difficulty in acquiring a
the added expense of the corporation cut down rapidly; there are no float
reason that the occupants prefer that
ing state obligations to embarrass us sensible attitude toward the purchase
commission.
our
of all kinds of a motor car is that the prospec- speed to any of the 'higher ones.
bonds
in
the
'
future;
The immediate saving from the
Although the car 1b exceptionally
are in the greatest demand.
tive purchaser, in a large proportion
abolition of the fee system will pay
Financially, statehood will put New of instances, refuses or neglects to well built and has had excellent care
for the Judiciary and the corpora- - Mexico on easy street- , '
inform himse'f accurately as to the on the road and in the garage, to reFATTEN cost of maintenance. Under the in- duce the cost of upkeep seems imWILL
STATEHOOD
tion commission several times over.
or
fluence of the alluring aspects of au- - possible. If it were neglected
The tax levy is to be reduced; the YOUR INDIVIDUAL. POCKETBOOK.
aside from tomobiling, the enthusiastic and high driven at the speed of which It si
Aside
from
sentiment;
state and counties are to be placed
your rights as an American ly colored accounts of his friends, capable the speed maintained conon a sound financial basis; the peo- - getting is not
this a powerful In together with the persuasiveness of stantly by many motorists the excitizen;
pie may levy special taxes which will ducement to vote for BUSINESS and the agent, he frequently finds ihimself penses would be greatly Increased.
In the foregoing calculations the
PROSPERITY?
total immense figures.
the possessor of an automobile with
annual
o
out
a
bue
depreciation has not been
of
have
having anything
control
the
The people
hazy,
considered.
If the car were sold toto
as
idea
to
what
is
it
vague
going
more
stae purse strings; there are
LEARNING CAUTION
cost him per year for maintenance. day, it is doubtful If it would bring
stringent provisions regarding bond
The prudent man will, of course, in more than $600. Not because It is
Is
Issues; legislative extravagance
The melancholy death toll which form himself
fully on this ipolnt, but worn out or even badly worn, but it
made impossible; the people must the aviators of the world, and espec
even his calculations may be very is three years old, which is an advote on extraordinary expense.
ially of this country, paid during the wide of the mark, owing to unexpect vanced age in automobiledom. It is
The Impetus which will be given last year has impressed upon surWere the depreciation
ed
A salfe plan to
the development of resources and the vivors the necessity of caution, and followcontingencies.
would be to make a very lib counted in, the average cost of runinvestment of capital will mean the they have entered into an agrement
eral estimate, based upon authorita- ning the car per mile becomes 17.5
doubling and tripling of property to restrain the venturesome
spirit tive information, for the yearly main- cents. Be it remembered that this
values in New Mexico.
which impels them to throw prudence tenance, and then
first-clas- s
runmultiply it by is for maintaining a
The taxpayer's taxes will bring to the winds in foolhardy efforts to two.
an
were
machine
It
If
inferior
about.
Should
sum
the outgo equal this
hjm real returns; Uncle Sam helps outdo each other. It is probably true or
approach it, there will be no dis or a touring car, the cost per mile
Mm ' out with, millions of acres of that of the thirty or more aviators
should it fall under it, would be greatly increased. It is not
land; the schools are splendidly sup- - who have met death within a year appointment;
uncommon for a touring car to cost
there
a
be
will
pleasant surprise.
ported; public money must be placed or so the majority felTicmisto
Its owner 25 cents or more per mile.
This
was
was
the
follow
that
plan
where dt will bring interest. '
this desire to excel competitors, not ed
in the purchase of my first car. The expense account of a limousine
Statehood will result in an imme- so much in skill as iir daring:; at
The
statements following will show may easily show 50 cents per mile.
diate and universal increase in busi- least, to take desperate, chances and
The only item in the above enumean in- to give the spectators the "thrill;" that the estimate was not too gener
ii ess activity of all kinds;
ration
that may be reasonably criticisous.
crease which will make itself felt per which Is the lamentable ; aecompan-men- t
ed
is
the amount invested in equipin
man
The
writer is a member of a fam
sonally by every business
of perilous exhibitions."?
$300.
This is largely a matter
ment,
most
of
adults
three
ily
who
live
disNew Mexico.
It was reported in the press
taste. It was decidand
of
judgment
If sentiment nor patriotism appeal patches on the occasion of the death simply in a home of their own of
to you, look at the business side of of Hoxsey, that notwithstanding the modest dimensions near the edge of ed to get an equipment for the garStatehood means material pros aviator had lost his life some of the a town of about thirty thousands age that would enable an individual
, it.
with no mechanical training or incliperity for every citizen. We need it spectators demanded their money population. The income per year is
nation to hjanldle successfully such
$4,000The
for
in our business; every one of us.
curclothing
caused
a
expenditure
when
the tragedy
back
'
small
repairs as would be required
not
Is
and
more
Vote for prosperity
than $600; the table
progress tailment of the program. These specto time. It contains no
from
time
costs
maid
on Saturday, January 21.
one
of
services
the
$500;
of
tators were,
course, extremists,
no
articles. Withluxuries,
superfluous
state
The taxation system for the
but the fact remains that even though and of a man who takes care of the
of .New Mexloo as provided for in most spectators do not go with me furnace and the automobile , cost out it many a, trip to the repair man
the proposed constitution will NOT hope that serious accidents or deaths $375. After all expenses, including would be necessary. It has proved
an excellent investment.
increase your taxes.
will furnish the "thrill' which gives $250 .premium on a life insurance
It will place the state and its coun spice to the exhibition, yet there is policy were paid, there was a surplus To the man who intends tp purchase
ties ON THEIR FEET, financially an undercurrent of feeling which is of from $600 to $800. With this year a car pf moderate price, and take
and assure you not only LOWBK the unspoken, appeal to, the aviators ly surplus to count on, and having care of it himself, it may be an unTAXES, but every cent of money paid to do something out of the ordinary about $2,500 in cash, we decided that pleasant fact to learn that he will,
by the taxpayers will be economically
take some flirting chance with we could afford to Indulge in the lux-ur- sooner or later, spend from $300 to
automobile. In $400, or more, for necessary; tools and
used for the benefit of the people.
of owning an
death and it is In answering this
The constitution expressly says appeal that the'birdman loses "his such circumstances we concluded that appliances, in order that he may cut
we were not justified in paying more down repair bills. In the end he will
that for the first two years of state life.
hood, the total annual tax levy for
At this stage of the development than $1,500 for the car, not more find it wiser to make this initial exstate purposes, exclusive of neces-i- . of the art or science these risks are than $500 for a garage and its com- penditure, because it will save him
sary levies for the state debt shall wanton, and it is gratifying that the plete equipment. The cost of main- more than Its cost
not exceed TWELVE MILLS; after aviators w!ho remain have decided tenance as estimated at $25 per
A small family with an income of
that time it shall never exceed TEN that their lives are worth more than month.
$4,000 may easily decide that they can
MILLS.
the "thrill' which spectators telepath-icallThe car, a runabout seating two afford a motor car, and they can If
fiscal year of 1908 and
, , For-thdemand. For the very honor persons, cost $1,450; the garage, a they are willing, to. agree beforehand
1909 the levy was nearly FOURTEEN of the science,
aviation must be small frame building, . cost $100; that they will ' divert a certain porAVD A HALF MILLS.
;
. .,t
a
mere
from
raised
vau and what was considered to be a tion of thV'incQme,, which, BOW .goes
J
Territorial economy and rapid rise deville stunt to a dignified exhibition proper equipment $300.. The frame to various quarters to the maintenance
in tax valuation, and a half million of skill and scientific proficiency. garage was unheated .. and unsatis- of the car. If the husband Is carrying
surplus made an eleven, mill ,levy
Aviatpr are scientists, not gladiators factory, and after one year's use Jt life insurance, and attempting at the
'
ff alutfri'th-grandstanwith the old was replaced by a Ibrick building that' same time to add monthly eums to a
possible last fiscal year. ,
The constitution makes the levy cry of the Roman arena.
is heated by being connected with savings account,.,
find
hej may soon
" '
'
M.i M.. PADGETT...
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Editor

There are in this country

hot-wat-

450,000 automobiles. Including

ONE-THIR-

two-third-

...........

tffat He car is making serious inroads"
Into what $e formerly considered his
surplus.?-
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Has been in force for over two

satisfaction Our
cash 10
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per cent off for cash, think of your saving.
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TAUPERT'S

TODAY'S COMPLETE MARKET

REPORTS

tive cows and heifers, $3.256.25;
and feeders, $4.605.75,-- :
stockers
Call money,
New York, Jan.
2 2
3 per cent.
Prime mercantile bulls,- $4. 50 5. 25; calves, $4.75
2
paper,
per cent.' Mexican 8.50; western steers, $5.256.25;.
dollars 45. Amalgamated '64
Sugar western cows, $3. 25 5. 25.
Market 5 cents highHogs 6,000.
115 2 bid. Atchison 104
Great
er.
Bulk,
packers
126
$7.908.08
New
York
Northern, pfd.
Central 111
Northern
Pacific, and butchers, $7.908; light, $7.90
118
Southern 7.95. .
Reading 157
Pacific 118
Union Pacific 176
Sheep 8,000. Market steady. Muttons, $44.85; lambs, $5. 75 6. 10;
Steel 77
pfd. 118
fed wethers and yearlings,
$4.25
5.75; fed western ewes, $4 4. 65.

flONEY AND STOCKS
19.

1--

MILE LONG
SHIP
Washington, Jan. i9. The Department of Commerce and Labor, through
Consul General Robert T. Skinner, has
reecived a description of a vessel Just
ordered by the Hamburg-America- n
line, which is to surpass, all others in
Immens'ty. The vessel is to be 881
feet la length. The commander's
feet
bridge will be seventy-seve- n
nETAL
above the' water level and the flag
19. Lead. Market
New
Jan.
York,
208
sea.
The
feet above the
will float
Standard copper
Mauretanla, the largest ship now quiet, $4.404.55.
afloat, is 790 feet long. The Olympic, quiet. Spot and March, $12.15
now being constructed for the White 12.25. Silver, 53
Star line, will be more than elgHt
hundred feet.
wool '
St. Louis, Mo-- ,
Jan. 19. Wool
JUST MISLAID 365 DAYS
Market is unchanged. Territory and
Ocean Grove, N. J. Jan. 19. Believ- western mediums, 2123; fine meing this, to be his one hundredth, birth- diums, 1719; fine, 1213.
day, John M. Butler thought he would
celebrate. He decided, however, to
GRAIN AND PROVISIONS
take a look at the Bible first. He was
Jan. 19. Wheat,, May 100
Chicago,
one
surprised to find that this was his
Corn,. May 50
July 96
'hundred and first anniversary. "Pret51
May
,34
Oats,
July
July 34
ty bough job trying to keep track of
Pork, May 1897
Lard, May
so many birthdays," he said. "Any
Ribs, May
July 99092
man should be able to handle sixty or 1002
none.'
10002
July
as
fast
seventy, but when they come
as mine have been coming you need
ah adding machine. I must have lived
KANSAS CITY LIVESTOCK
two years in Brooklyn one year that
Kansas City, Jan. 19. Cattle, 4,000,
I was there."
including 500. southerns. Market is
to
steady
strong. Native Bteers,
Best draught beer In the city at $5.406.75; southern steers, $5.25
the Lobby, of course.
6; southern cows, $3.754.75; na
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CHICAOO LIVESTOCK
9,000.
Jan., 19. Cattle,
Market steady. Beeves, $4.807;
Texas steers, $4.205.40; western
steers, $4.606; stockers and feeders, $3.85 5. 90; cows and heifers,
$'2.606.40; calves, $7.509.50.
slow to
Market
Hogs 24,000.
steady. Light, $7.858.10; mixed,.
$7.858.10; heavy, $7.808.10;
rough, $7. 80 7. 90; good to choice
heavy, $7.908.10; bulk, $88.05.
Market steady to-1Sheep 15,000.
cents lower- Native, $2. 60 4. 60;
western, $2.754.60; yearlings, $4.70
5.80; lambs, natives, $4.756.50;
western, $56.55.
;

Chicago,

-

2;

A sprained ankle will usually disable the injured person for three or

four weeks. This is due to lack or
proper treatment. When Chamberlain's Liniment is applied a cure may
be effected In three or four days. This
liniment is one of the best and most
remarkable preparations in use. Sold'
by all druggists.
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33i Per Cent. Off All

Suits, Coats ?lnd Dresses
Our new line of fine ready-to-weapparel for
will
to
before
arrive
1911,
Spring,
begin
long. !,
We don't want to carry a single coat or dress
over until e next season. Hence, this remark- able price reduction at The Store of Quality. (.
ar

Undermuslins
Reduced

f
J

I

t,

;
f

One-Four- th

.

Warner Brothers and
Redf ern Corsets
Quoted

at a discount

gVERY GOOD

y

i

I

French and Domestic Undermuslins of the finest workmanship and dressiest materials at reduced prices. Sale
includes Night Gowns, Petticoats, Drawers, Combination
'
Suits, Corset Covers.

-

x

OUR DISCOUNT SYSTEM

-;

In my own family we have recently
been discussing tie advisability of
new papering for the house or new
tires for thetawcwe cannot do both.
The papering will have to be postponed for. at least a year; the car
must be kept In commission. This
Is but one. of many compromises we
have been required to make, but they
have been made cheerfully, and we
will continue to make them cheerfully
so long as may be necessary. The car
has widened our outlook, broadened
our sympathies, and has brought us
so much pleasure and profit that
never for a moment have we regretted its purchase.
The family whose Income is not
equal to its real necessities, or is only
nearly equal, should not purchase an
automobile. The family that has only a small cash surplus at the end of
the year should not buy one unless It
Is willing to make, certain
inescapable sacrifices.

up-to-da-

I

?i,&Am.; i

10

per cent.

FOR EVERY FIGURE

In keeping with the White Sale there are a
number of special
values in the Corset Department this week, and
an inspection of
the broad, assortment, with a wide
variety of models suitable for
louamm m ngure, will no doubt help you to solve
uuj
PrePafN for the new gown. These are the most
ySfe?
styles in such standard makes as Rpdfpm
j

yu.y
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THE APPROACH
OF WINTER- -

-

Cold. mornings and nights
meanscolds, and colds mean
that disagreeable feeling"
that makes life miserable;
to
obviate which the

A.D.S.
COLD

and GRIPPE

BEMEDY

is a panacea. No cold remedy known brings about surer
or more certain relief. No
family should be without a
box of A. D. S.. Cold and
25c box at
Grippe Remedy.

!"

s EVERAt ROUS

PERSONALS

.

ign

WJ WU.

turned to his home this afternoon.
v. u. uarcia, a resident or Las
Cruoea, U in the city on a brief
Business visit.
Fred J. Bertsch of Denver Is hire
on business. He Vepresents the Devoe
Paint & Varnish company.
uanay Jones, representing the
Austin Candy company, of Denver,
Is in the city on a regular trade

visit

T IT

V

1

J'

T?

A WondertuI

LAST NIGHT

cT?r ';

K$9

II

MEETINGS HELD

T'-'-'T

Dirt-Start-

CONSTITUTION
campaign
DRAWS TO A CLOSE, ENTHU;,'
SIASM WAXES WARM

Where You Can
Save Many a Dollar
Wouldn't You Like to Know?
You

....

10 Per Ct, Discount

WE HAVE

for cash this month

,

Tm. ROSENTHAL

NICE LINE OF
FRESH MEAT

marvelous dirt-startin- g
ingredient
Avhich drives out the dirt
all but magical way saves most of the rubbing and
saves your clothes.
Sunny Monday is a white soap, made
from high-gramaterials choice rats and
vegetable oils. It contains no rosin.
All yellow laundry soaps contain
rosin, and the majority of them
are made from cheap tallow and re
fuse grease. Sunny Monday's
whiteness is proor of its purity.
Try Sunny Monday next wash
in-a-

With the
campaign
drawing to its close, several enthusiastic meetings were held through
out the county last night by the men
who are working for the adoption of
the propose! fundamental law for
the new state at the election Satur
day. Judge Clarence J. Roberta, D.
J. Leahy, S- - B. Davis. Jr.. and athem
drove yesterday afternoon to Cherry-valthe growing dry farming district
35 miles northeast of
Las Vegas.
They were greeted by a giod-size- d
crowd and their remarks concerning
the constitution weie received with
interest.
Indications are that the
Cherryvale precinct, which is the
youngest in San Miguel county, will
return a substantial majority for the
constitution.
A. T. Rogers, Jr., F. O. Blood, W.
J. Lucas and Louis Ilfeld spoke last;
were
night a; Los Vlgiles. They
pleased to find a large audience waiting when, they entered the hall. Mr.,
Blood, who made the first address.
told hie hearers that he and the other
gentlemen were present to explain
any portions of the constitution that
might not be understood- - He invited
the voters to ask questions. The In
vitation
was accepted, the people
showing their Interest by firing a
perfect battery of interrogations
at
the Messrs. Blood, Rogers, Lucas Mid
Ilfela- - Th answers evidently
met
the aPProval
the inquirers. Sever- al aJditIonal supporters ifor the con- 8tItutlon wer Joined to the ranks of
t,le otner statehood boosters through
010 instrumentality
of last nteht'g
meetinS. which was one of the most
Buccessful
f the entire series held
this week- -

Charles H. Sporleder will return
Saturday from Tucson, Ariz., where
be has been visiting relatives about
a month. '
B. M. McDonald and Ed. E. Wells,
of Denver, are here on business1 for
'At THE ROSENTHAL FURNITURE CO. STORE-t- he store that
you ought to know the store, an acquaintance with which will profit
an insurance company which they
WINTERS DRUG CO.
you much. Where goods of quality reasonably priced abonnd where
represent- you are assured careful and
store service and all you
Pbone Main 3
desire is yours on the easiestpainstaking
Dr. E. Iy Hammond will return on
of easy payments. Come, then, let ns
show
well
how
and faithfully we can serve, won't you?
you
Monday or Tuesday from a two
weeks' trip, to California and British
Columbia. .,
ON EVERYTHING EXCEPT SPECIALS!
A. W. Thompson of Fort Collins,
Colo., formerly a resident of Clayton,
A
and well known in Las Vegas, was
here today.
Attorney O. P. Easterwood wilJ
leave this evening for his home in
OPPOSITE Y M. C. A.
Clayton after having been here a
short time on legal businessP. H. Pierce, manager of the Agua
BEEF
Pura company, went yesterday to JAW BROKEN BY
PROFESSOR VICTIM
PORK
Denver and Colorado Springs on a
business visit. He will be gone sever
MUTTON
al days.
BLOW FROM SLEDGE
OF FUNNY MIX-U- P
George Crlley of Dallas, Tex., v who
VEAL
'
formerly resided in Las Vegas, and
CHICKENS
conducted the New Optic hotel, is T.
GONZALES, MACHINISTS' HELP viioiAKtS
BACHARACH
STORE
nere on business and will remain
'
HAMS AND
FOR HIS EATING PLACE ON
ER, VICTIM OF PAINFUL
several days.
ACCIDENT
RAILROAD VENUE
I
Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Ullmann, who
BACON
are making a tour of the southwest.
vvnue at His work in the Santa Fe
were visitors in Las Vegas today.
Here is a story about a young and
Their home iti in Cincinnati. They are stops yesterday, T. Gonzales, a ma- - good looking instructor in a Las Ve- JOHN. A. PAPEN
on their' way to California.
chinists" helDer. suffered th fracture gas institution of learning. It is true
Mrs. 3: M; Valdez and daughter of of his law. Gonzales' was asalHtfTisr and somewhat funny. Yesterday at
I
PHONE 144 AND 145.
J
r
noon the young pedagogue was bust- Cnilnnnii L
j
'
iHon
hnld,n2. fn
jesujiuay auernoon one of tha men
to his dinner. His destination
ling
xueir liu in w una win spend a lew
was the White Kitchen. His mind
days visiting Las Vesas friends. Thev
Int
abstracted either with some mathe- Ing tamm-erehape with
are on their way to California.
I
matlcal
man
The
hamthe
at
sledge.
problem for he is a studious
f th
Jacob fir
ttii ieavy
r
In thinking of some young
mer
oontro1
lost
cnaP
Gon"
of
that
t0(1
and
left
today for his home in
STATE INSTITUTION company,
St. Louis, after having been here zaies received the full force of the iaoy ior ne is single and has, it is
COMMITTED TO ASYLUM
Dlow H nls iac- several dava to attend
Jw bone was said, many ''cases" both here and in After an examination into the man's
at,,.! broken
well, where he came from he turnand Gonzales" face was badly
meetinjr of the cotnnanv ani lnnir
mental condition this morning in
FOR INDIGENT SICK after
- ed into Bacharach's
attenman
bruised.
The
the
store, never no chambers.
received
other business affairs.
Judge Clarence J. Roberts
his
mistake.
inAs
he
entered
His
Fe
ticing
tion
of
Santa
the
.Tohn .ToArna., irv nr th
surgeons.
.- committed Win. J.. Kimsey. a real'
door
.n
professor collided forcibly I
t. w
the Fourth judicial district, will go Jurjr ls Painful but it. is not believed with o the
J
rm.
InJtr
GOVERNOR COLQUITT OF TEXAS
tomorrow... to,. Raton on a short busi- it will prove serious.
Mr. Kimsey.. ls
tlfied to see her lose her balance. He
WOULD CARE FOR THOSE HAVness trip. Mr. Joerns will remain in
about 65 years of age. According to
hastened to her assistance. Placing Uv. M. F.
ING TUBERCULOSIS
the Gate CUy Saturday in order to
Des Marais, who examined
t arm Arnimfl har vralaf
fha
cast his vote for the constitution.
.
.
of the court, his
, ,
. T bitn at the request
..
lx
D. Winternitz
of Norfolk,
Va.,
is
caused
derangement
Austin, Tex., Jan. 19. Governor
by a diseased
VEGAS
LAS
THE GREATER
that he instinctively grabbed for he condition
of the blood and hereditary
Colquitt today sent his first message formerly a resident of Las Vegas and
restored the lady to her feet.
nervous disorders. Mr. Kimsey was
to the Texas legislature. Among his proprietor "of the Bridge Street HardPardon my clumsiness," said the
William
of
which
ware
store,
Ludwig
brought here from Roy by Deputy
recommendations are:
The year 1911 is very full of good pedagogue, lifting his hat. He heard Sheriff E. J. H. Roy.
Ilfeld is now manager, is in the city
That a law governing the
some giggles and looked up to see
on a visit; New Mexico and Las Ve- cheer for Greater Las Vegas, and es"social club" toe made more
several of Bacharach's good looking
'
raila
ent; giving the secretary of state gas still look : good to Mr. Winter- pecially so when viewed from
girls
smiling cheerfully. Then he
of
new
The
hold
road
consld
surveys
standpoint.
greater power: that local option is nitz, who continues to
& Santa Fe woke to the realization that the lady
the
Topeka
here.
Atchison,
erable
property
the most rational form of prohibition;
whose
he had begged was a
If- -Railway company from Dodge City, cloak pardon
control of the state penitentiaries by
and suit model. The profes
from
It has been demonstrated, beyond
and
N.
to
M.,
An
Colmor,
Kan.,
Apprea commission similar to the state Foley's KiUney Remedy
Sum- sor's exit was neither dignified or de- - a doubt, that Tubercleclde, which is
ciation
Fort
and
to
Las
Vaughn
Vegas
establish
railroad commission; the
it was hurried. .
L, McConnell Catherine, St.,
manufactured
by the Tubercleclde
ner, indicate clearly that the man- lierate;
ment of a state institution for the
N.: Y. writes: "I wish to e
703 International Bank
mind
in
of
has
line
of
Company
that
agement
care and treatment of those afflicted press my appreciation of the great
BANKS TO CLOSE SATURDAY
Building, Los Angeles, California,
or leprosy, and good I derived from Foley's Kidney the cutting out of the high grades
with tuberculosis
In
accordance with Governor W. J, cures tuberculosis where there is at
east
on
case
foi"
bad
I
a
the
end,
used
which
Raton
on
the
range
Remedy,
law to allow
amending the anti-pas- s
trouble. Five bottles did and the Glorieta range, on the west Mills" proclamation making Saturday, least three months' vitality remain
of
newsDaoers to exchange space for the kidney
work most effectively and proved of Las Vegas. The saving of ex- January 21 a legal holiday, on ac ing. Cases pronounced incurable are
y
transportation.
to me beyond doubt it is the most remore than Justi- count of the election for the adoption today walking testimonials
to the
Governor Colquitt also said it was liable kidney medicine I have ever pense, in operating
In the or rejection of the proposed consti above fact, and some of them with
construction
of
Red
cost
G.
and
fies
the
O.
Schaefer
taken."
to
of
carry
the
the duty
legislature
tution for the new state of Newijess t.an one
Co.
mind of the average layman, but to
jun remainlng,
out the wishes of the people and to Cross Drug
house ana tne
Mexico, the court
no
mciwrt.
management,
railroad
tha
statewide
of
submit the question
banks will be closed all day on that
Cough Medicine
doubt, it ls regarded as one of those date.
prohibition to a vote at the earliest
Announcement to tha.t effect
Is a valuble family friend. Foley's bonanzas
of
tbat come along to all
possible time.
Honey and Tar fulfills this condition
was made today. Asv yet the stores
In
after
years
exactly. Mrs. Charles Kline, N. 8th the American railways.
St., Eaaton, Pa., states: "Several it is found that the originally locatCONTRACTOR and BUILDER
MORA COUNTY IN LINE
members of my family have been cured ed and constructed lines were wrong Some of the proprietors of grocery
Estimates
Furnished on All Kinds of
Roy and vicinty will give the con- of bad coughs and colds by the use from the standpoint of excessive ex- stores and meat markets and other
am
opwuuv
I
and
and
Tar
of
establishments handling food stuffs
Foley's Honey
stitution a substantial majority at the
a bottle in the house. pense of operation over a series of sav it would work a hardshin irnon Pbone, Main 336
without
never
Opposite
Optio
to
Eugene
election Saturday according
it soothes and relieves the irritation years. The late E. H. Harriman exJ. H. Roy of that place; who was in in the throat and loosens up the cold. pended many millions of dollars in their patrons were they to close
Mr. I have always found it a reliable
their stores because of the fact the
Las Vegas today on business.
reducing grades, curves and distances
G.
O.
and
Schaefer
no
cure.".
oppofollowing is Sunday. The clerks,
day
is
cough
practically
Roy says there
on the Union Pacific system. In many
Co.
are anxious for a vacation
however,
sition to the adoption of the constitu- Cross Drug
instances It hardly appeared. Justified
although the clerks' union has taken
The people believe the docution.
to
the
but
to
individual,
the
average
For La Grippe Coughs and Stuffy
no action toward asking for a
ment drafted by the recent convenColds
expert engineers who had charge of
j
anxition to be a good one. They are
Take Foley's Honey and Tar. It the enterprise, evidently it was ' a
ous that it be adopted in order that tives quick relief and expels the cold clear matter of showing net earnings
system. It contains no
there may be no delay in the admis- from your
Is safe and sure. O. G. on the right side of the ledger.
it
opiate,
TO GET
sistersion of New Mexico into the
While the general financial condiSchaefer and Red Cross Drag Co.
and
Mora
Wagon
of
states.
not
hood
II
tions in the immediate future do
C.pH.IPM,d,n
Mound are also strong in their supThe greatest danger from influenza look very bright from the construc- ITS BENEFICIAL EFFECTS
This tion
$100,000.00
port of the constitution and indica- ia of its resulting in pneumonia.
standpoint, all know that the
obviated by using Chamber
be
can
roll
will
Mora
county
are
that
as the best, fin- ALWAYS
as
tions
is
Fe
Santa
good
not
as
it
only
lain's Cough Remedy,
up one of the biggest majorities in cures influenza, but counteracts ' any ancially, and in the personnel of its
the
of
the
for
adoption
the territory
tendency of the disease towards
management even higher1 hence It is
all
Sold
law.
druggists.
fundamental
by
no guess that these Improvements
proposed
will soon be a complete fact and
The greatest crisis in a woman's life mean ever so much to that great
Is when first she become a mother. railway system in the reducing of
of" her
All the physical, strengtai
operating expenses and saving of
AMD
nature Is demanded ' at such times, time in their transcontinental busi
and it is necessary that her system ness. This condition also means
he thoroughly prepared for the event,
In order that her health fee preserved monumental changes for the betterfor future years. Mother's Friend. ment of the Greater Las Vegas and
'
n v aim.
external use, composed of oils
is woman's safest reliance it is a medicine for neces8ary phy8lcal changes ef none need fear to .anticipate this
for it is sure to come and
;sna.tner
prepares the muscles change
r"f0;e the
MANUFACTURED BY THE
!the system. Its
own
our
people should be the first
and
flesh
skin
the
fibres,
finding
end tandons 1'or tti. unusuai
Mother's Friend lessens the paio to take advantage of it.v ;.
ana strengxaeuo
,
CITIZEN.
OPTIMISTIC
and danger at the crisis, ana av
conhealthful,
such
the mother in,
dition that he recovery is away?
Friend-- .
LATE TO CLASSIFY
,rapid and natnraL Mother's for our
SOLD BY ALL LEADINS
'
Is sold at drug Btores. Write,
free book for expectant toothers.
g
JKJttKSSHk
CsW.a
1023 Lincoln.
Enquire
bargain.
Ga,
Atlanta,
"."V1T
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day and you'll never use any other
laundry soap.

I The N. K. Fairbank Company,-
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MONDAY Uundry Soap is
SUNNY the
clothes because it contains a
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WHOLESALE DEALERS- -

TRADE

I (GO

O

MARK

-

ONL Y EXCLUSIVE

JOBBERS IN NEW MEXIOOT

SIX COMPLETE DEPARTMENTS

I

Dry Goods Groceries, Hardware,.; Implements,

HAIL ORDERS

SIX

Stoves, Vehicles

m'S!Sm'.

USES-3

LAS VEGAS,

ALBUQUERQUE,

SANTA ROSA

Found at Last

If it may be termed a science
include a means of presenting

Til 6

.

the

proposition to the greatest number
of prospective buyers. To reach this

OC10nC6 OI

class in the southwest use the

Farms

-

OPTIC
WANT COLUMNS

Frank Revell,
""

must

tWiiiners Optic Classified Ads.
QQ

San Miguel National Bank
LdO

6UVTHENE

penu-moni-

i ifoSiSC

tMQ&

-

CUNNINOHAM,

President,

FRANK SPRINQER, Vlc President,
D.T.HOSKINS. Cashier,
P. B. JANUARY, Asst. Cashier.

"
959,000.00

Interest Paid on Time Deposits

w

Mm

Mothers
'

""

(2klF0ijAYRUP(jj

OTHERS

CHEAB-i-FjlfaBE-

MONEY IN HAND

.

'.

'!

ic

-

-

'r

often enables a man to seize opportunities which yield him
a fortune. Every one can have money in hand if they will
save regularly, be the sum put aside ever so small. The
best way to save money is to put it it a bank, of which the

Las Vegas Savings Bank
is one of the very best. You oan commence to deposit any
time with a sum as low as one dollar and oan add to it as
you desire. And the interest helps to make the sum that
'
may lead to your fortune.

LAS VEGAS SAVINGS DAflK
:i

-

0
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8UIT TO QUIET TITLE
NOTICE OF ELECTION
53, Enclnosa House of Dolores Me
Territory 0f New Mexico, County ol
Notice is hereby given that pursuant dina.
THE LOBBY
San Miguel, in the District Court.
AND
to a proclamation issued
64, Mlshawaka House of D. H.
WILL SAVE MONEY Edward E. Johnson,
by the gOT- ernor of the Territory of New Mexico Newcomer.
SHORT .ORDERS AND REGULAR DINNERS
Plaintiff,
55,
Cherryrale
Public
School
Tg- on
the 22nd day of November, A. D.
No. 6954
House.
RECENT POSTAL CHANGES
THE BEST GOODS OBTAINABLE ALWAVS HANDLED
AF-lAUnknown Claimants of
1910, an election will be held In the
Dated
Las
New
FECT MONEY ORDER AND
Vegas,
Mexico,
Jan
Interest Adverse to PlainCounty of San Miguel In the Territory uary nth, A. D. MIL
REGISTRY DEPARTMENTS
tiff In or to the Premises
of New Mexico, on the 21st day on Jan BOARD OF COUNTY COMMISSION- Hereinafter Described,
ERS OF THE COUNTY OF SAN
SOCIETY AND BUSINESS
uary, 1911, at which election the quail- Defendants.
important changes recently
MIGUEL.
have gone into effeot in the postofflce To the Unknown Claimalntsof Inv fled voters of New Mexico shall Tote
By Roman Gallegos, Chairman.
est Adverse to Plaintiff In or to the directly for or against the Constitu
department which are expected to be
CHAPMAN LODGE NO. 2, A. F. 4 A. M. J. E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO.
Attest:
645,
Premises
Hereinafter
Described
time and money savers for the gov
tion adopted by the Constitutional
I. O. B. B. Meets every first TuesRegular communi
LORENZO DELGADO. Clerk.
and
You,
each
of
are
you,
even
ernment,
hereby Convention held at Santa
though the general
cation first and
Jan
day of the month ln tbe vestry
Fe. New
Ue above action, in
public will not notice the difference notlfled
rooms of Temple Monteflore at 8
Mexico,
from
third Thursday ln
the 3rd day of October
E. Johnson is plaintiff
in methods, for a time at least One WIUcn Ed8
p. m. Visiting brothers are
o'clock,
each
Visitto
month.
21st
the
day of November, A. D.
NOTICE OF HEARING
change is in the money order depart- - and you ar8 defendants, has been
lnivted. Isaac
cor
brothers
cordially
AppeL
ing
1910
COmmenoe1
which
at
now
Is
and
e'ectlon those voting in Trritory of Nw Mexico,
ment and thie feature of the business
Pendl,18 ln tne
Invited.
H.
William
Chas. Greenclay,
dially
President;
W,
Stapp,
will be handled like express com- - al8trlct court of S11 Miguel county, ratification of said Constitution shall
ty of San MlgueL
M.: Chas. H. Sporleder. Secretary
I
In the District Court.
panies handle packages of monev or New Mlco. The object of the said use the words "Pm
I
waW VVUOUbUHVU
v. th
I
.
LA 8 VEGAS COMMANDERY. NO.
In rhA llat4A. M
rt.iui
uwe or piaintirr in
iuiei
express money orders. The issuing
KNIGhiT8 OF C0LUMBU8, COUNCIL
either the English or Spanish ,a,
Zon
KNIGHT8
Vega.6
TEMPLAR- offlce no longer makes out a duplicate n ana 10 " ana sln5ular the land
NO. 804 Meets second and fourth
.u
Optic's Number, Main 2.
voung against tne Irrigation District, praying that the
order for the receiving offlce. The ana real 681818 hereinafter described, Bsv,
Regular concl? second
ihuraday in O. R. C. hall. Pioneer
Tnesd in each month at
money order is in the same form, but and to obtaln a d6cree f the said ratification of said Consttution shall Proceedings for the issue and sale of
building.
VUltlag member are cor
court' barrin& and forever estopping use the words "Against the Constitu- - tno
ds t said District may be Masonic Tiuiple at 7:30 p. m. CD.
dlally invited. W. X Tipton. O. K.;
ATE8 F8R CLASSIFIED ADVER- - an additional stub is kept by the
6xamlned Woved and confirmed by Boniiier, S.
Charles Tamme,
or tlon" in either the English or
E. P. Mackel. F. S
sending offlce and filed away as a Kou' ana eacn 01 you rrom
TISEMENT8
Spanish uuo
Recorder.
.
claiming
any
or
title
estate,
check
on
6947.
right,
the
business.
Notice
of
five cents per, line each Insertion
I. O. O. F
LA 8 VEGAS Lnnr.P tjn t
Hearlnir
The new plan also shows a com- - ,nterest ln or to the lands and real
LAS VEGA8 CHAPTER NO. 9, ROYAL
Estimate six ordinary words to a line.
That the places of election in each To All Whom u
Meets
estate
ln
n
said
tbe
describevery
Monday evening at
complaint
"
ARCH MA80N8 Regular convoca
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PRESIDENT TAFT
IN A FEW

MOTE

TO VISIT 7EST IN

5300,000,000 FOR
LUXURIES IS

Nothing will remain undigested or
sour on your stomach If you will take
a little Diapepsln occasionally. This
powerful digestive and anttacld, though
as harmless and pleasant as candy,
ATTENDS BANQUET OF LINCOLN will digest and prepare for assimila WOMEN'S GOWNS AND
JEWELS
tion Into th blood all the food yon
CENTENNIAL ASSOCIATION
ACCOUNT FOR MORE THAN
can eat
AT SPRINGFIELD, ILL.
tat what your stomach crave,
HALF THIS SUM
without the sligheat fear of Indiges
Springfield, 111, Jan. ( 19. One of tion or that you will be bothered with
.New York, Jan.
19
Those who
the few public engagements
that sour risings, belching, gas on Atom maintain that the extravagance of
President Taft will fill outside the ach, heartburn, heHjaUet from stom the American people threatens the
national capital during the remainder ach, nauseau, bad breath, water brash national
prosperity are finding sup
of the congressional session will be or a feeling like you had swallowed a port for their claim In some statis
his visit to this city next month to lump of lead, or other disagreeable tics JuBt compiled of
expenditures on
attend the annual banquet of the miseries. Sould you be suffering now account of various luxuries imported
Lincoln Centennial association. Def- from any stomach diorder you can during the paet year. These figures
inite word of the president's coming get rielf within five minute.
show that approximately $50,000,000
has been received here and a comIf you will get from your pharma was paid out for diamonds, precious
mittee is at work on plans for his cist a
case of Pape's Dlapep stones and Jewelry imported, or
reception and entertainment. The sin you could always go to the table larger outlay than was ever before
banquet will take place in the state with a hearty apetlte, and your meals made on this score. Even this amount
arsenal, where covers will be laid for would taste good because you Would seems small compared to thex sum of
600 guests. In addition to the presi- know there would be no indigestion $1JO,000,000 devoted to various forms
dent the chief speakers will be Da- - or sleepless nights or headache or of woman's wearing apparel, includ
ron Rosen, the Russian ambassador stomach misery all the next day; and ing furs, laces, lints, gowns
and
at Washington, and Hon. Robert T, besides, you would not need laxatives toilet
requisites. On art objects
or liver pills to keep your stomach Americans
Lincoln, of Chicago.
expended a trifle Of
and bowels clean and fresh.
for
128,0(10,000
while Curnlshlniss
can be obtained wealthy homes including china, glass
Pape's
Dlapepslon
NAVAL COLLEGE AT HALIFAX
from your druggist, and contains more and porcelins, rugs, hangings
and
Halirax, N. S., Jan. 19. Another than sufficient to thoroughly cure the
Of various
sorts accounted
antiques
definite step in the program for the
worst caee of Indigestion or dyspep for $40,000,000 more of the sum spent
establishment of a Canadian
navy sia. There Is nothing better for gas abroad. For ' foreign
wines
and
was taken here today with the form
ex
on the stomach or to cure a stomach liquors another $25,000,000 was
al opening of the new naval callege headache.
of this rep- pended, about
for the training of naval cadets. Hon. You couldn't
keep a handler or more resenting the cost, of imported cham
Louis P. Brodeur, minister of mauseful article In the house.
pagnes. The tobacco bill paid by Til
rine and fisheries and of naval serde Sam to ot!ier nations amounted to
vice, and a number of other public
$:!3,000,0WI and there are many minor
officials attended the opening.
MANUFACTURERS OF
items in the Hat such as $7,000,000
The college starts with a class of
for foreign-madtoys and a like sum
twenty-on- e
cadets, chosen by comfor
and
horses
automobiles.
AKogeth
CANADA IN SESSION
petitive examination from all parts
er these eight Items in the list of
of Canada. The class next year will
luxuries purchased abroad chiefly
consist of twenty-thre- e
cadets, which MONTREAL ENTERTAINING MEM from Europe In trie past year
will bring the attendance of the colTwo- amounted to over 1300,000,000.
BERS OF CANADIAN INDUSThe
lege up to forty-five- thirds
this
the
college
bt
critics,
sum,
say
ASSOCIATION
TRIAL
faculty consists of a corps of commight better be kept at home. Its
petent instructors headed by Naval
expenditure,
they hold, is not an inMontreal, Jan. 19. ReciprocityrlmConstructor B. S. Hartley, B. A.
dex of prosperity but of it growing
and
other leading questions
mUration
habit of extravagance which ultimateof the day are to receive attention In
PAINS ALL OVER
will injure t!ie progress of the
annual
the addresses at the
banquet ly
Houston, Tex. "For five year,' of the Montreal branch f the Cana- country if it is continued.
Bays Mrs. L. Fulenchek, of this place, dian Manufacturers'
association at
People Are Automobile Wild
"I suffered with, pain all over, espe
the Windsor hotel tonight. The anHow vast a business the automo
cially in my back and side, and was nual dinners of this organization are
bile industry has come to be was ilso weak I could hardly, do my house
among the most important events of lustrated ciuring the past week by
work. A friend told me of Cardui. the kind in Montreal, and that of
the great army of visitors from all
Since taking it, I feel so much better
tonight promises no exception. The
with, a consid
Now I can do all my housework and organization always musters notable parts of the country
as well
erate
number
from
Ie
Europe
men
pains don't bother me any more at speakers
and distinguished
that invaded New York to attend
g
strength-buildina
is
all." Cardui
around its boa rd, and. utterances that th annual ftutouiobi,
shows. Ac
wurtlcttws. '
year at suxaewn Sav moved th policy ot the govern
most
esti
accurate
to
the
cording
have produced, amongst its many ment
have been made on these oca milusers, confidence in Cardui and what casions. This year the list of emin- mates obtainable, a quarter of
lion people iu addition to the reg
it will do. During this time, Cardui ent speakers
Hon.
includes
ular population were brought to the
has relieved the female ailments' of
Lemieux, postmaster general metropolis
those exhibitions-Eventby
over a million women. Why not of the Dominion, who has just re
of this kind, even when con
yours? Try it, today. Your druggist turned from a visit to South Africa; ducted on a large scale, seldom cre
sella it.
Sir Byron E. Walker, president of ate a ripple in New York, but on this
the Canadian Bank of Commerce and occasion the ordinary accommoda
one of the foremost financiers of tions for visitor fell far short of
INTERURBAN MEN CONFER
and involved lively
Indianapolis, Ind., Jan. 19. The an- Canada; Robert L. Borden, leader of requirements,
nual meeting of the Central Electric the opposition in the Dominion house skirmishing among the lata arrivals
Railway association was held at the of commons, and Charles M. Hays, to find rooms. The new fifteen-storClaypool hotel in this city today, with president of the Grand Trunk rail Hotel Rector, opened only a few days
with applicants
way.
before, was over-rurepresentatives of the principal
hundreds
and was forced to turn
lines of Ohio, Michigan and
TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY
Automatic
Indiana in attendance.
away. Similar conditions prevailed
signaling for electric railways andthe Take LAXATIVE BROMO Quinine in the older hotels along Rroaway
relation of common carriers to the Tablets. Druggists refund money If it and Fifth avenue. Cots were set up
fails to cure. E. W. GROVE'S xisna in hallways and reception rooms, and
public were among the matters
ture Is on each box. 25c.
many visitors were Compelled to
seek the leas widely, known family
hotels in the uptown district. Theaters and other amusement places did
e
business and there was
a
no limit ot hard times in the lavish
spending of the great army of visitors
whose expenditures, together with
those of exhibitors at the shows, are
estimated to foot up to $25,000,000 or
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GROWS HAIR

more.

and we can

Dead Man Once Created Sensation

PROVE IT!
A lady

'

from Minnesota write:

Dandenne. my hair
"A
result of osing
n lnM.
re
L clow to

Beautiful Hair at Small Cost
have
HAIR

troubles, like many other diseases,
diagnosed and altogether
The hair itself is not the thing to

.

.
in which
7d to' Therefore.
!S
it
the hair iroW. rnu.t receive the ettennon

COnThera"ral thin to do in either
inteSnodwiUSn,.UD.nderin.

moat wonder.

ha.

The death last week in a public
institution of Robert Caldwell, revives
Interest in a story that was oua of
the greatest sensations of the country a veneration ago. He claimel to
be possessed of all the details raiding the robbery of the grave of A.
prince" of
the "merchant
New York In his day. That the body
of Stewart was stolen and held for
ransom was pretty well established.
and
As to whether it was returned
the ransom paid or where it is now
interred 1b a mystery that never has
That Caldwell
upcleared
been
knew anything about the matter,
however, was generally discredited.
A few years ago he gained renowned
notoriety by appearing as the principal witness in the suit of a Ixindon
claimant to the estates and titles of
the Duke of Portland. In this suit
he swore that the Duke of Portland
did nnt rite as he was eunoosed to
have died, but lived on for years in
the guise of a London
The statements put forth by Caldwell
in connection with these and other
famous mysteries caused him to be
dubbed "the great American affidavit
maker" although in reality te was
Alienists declared
an Englishman.
that he was suffering from a peculiar
brain disease that was responsible
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The constitution adopted by the contention which met In Banta F during October and November Is now before you and
will be submitted for your ratification at
an election to be held on Baturdayi January 81. 19li.
The Republican party of New Mexico,

hating worked falUifully to secure the

pass-

age of the Enabling Act for the admission
of New Mexico, and believing that the
Constitution prepared by the contention is
the best so far adopted by any state of the
Union, heartily endorses that Constitution
and urges that you glte it your approval on
election day.
The one hundred delegates to the

con-

tention were chosen represetitatitcs of the
people of every locality In the territory.
They worked earnestly and faithfully for
fifty days preparing fundamental rules bf
government which would secure and
the rights and liberties Of the people.
They had before them the constitutions of
states of the American Union;
the forty-eiand from .these and from their own knowledge and experience, they adopted provisions which they believed best suited to
conditions in New Mexico. The result of
their deliberations Is submitted to you as t
snfe and adequate constitution 'for a great
pre-Bert- e

sovereign state.
It Contains everything necessary for a
state government under the Constitution bf
the United States.
There are careful Hmitationa upon the
powers of the legislature.
No special privileges and no exclusive
franchises can be granted.

The rate of taxation and the amount
of public indebtedness are limited and the
Incurring of new indebtedness must be authorized by a vote of the people. In case
any law should be passed by the legislature
which Is obnoxious to the people, they can.
by a petition signed by ten per centum of
the etectorsj, have the law submitted at an
election for their approval or rejection.
Corporations are to be under the reg
ulation and control of a state corporation
eommissioa to be elected by the people.
The plan for the regulation of rates of
railroads and commoa carriers is believed
to be the best and moat effective yet adopted by any state. Instead of the slow process of appeal and litigation through the
several courts, whloh prevails in other
states, the New Mexico corporation com
mission will enforce its orders through direct application to the supreme court of
the State, which will be always in session
for that purpose.
This commission will have power net
only to fix tates and charges, but to compel
the railroadb to furnish adequate transportation fuciUiea and to provide and maintain depots, tidings and agents for the convenience of the public
There are provisions against trusts,
monopolies and combinations in restraint
of trade.
The costly fee system la abolished. Officers will receive stated salaries and all
fees and commissions will be paid Into
the publlo treasury,
All public monies must be deposited on
in banks in New Mexico, which,

interest,
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turnish ample security therefor, tho
to be paid into the proper fund.
i

Ample provision is made for the main
tenance and support of the public school
system. Means are provided Tor holding at
least fite months of school each year In
every outlying district where the limit of
local taxation would not furnieh sufficient

not too high a price to pay for independ-

ence.

The experience of the people of other
proven that the additional expense is
much more than offset by the increased
value of all roperty under a state gotern-men- t

states

tf

text

not be changed oftener than once in
years.

six

The Enabling Act grants to the state
for the schools and state institutions about
5,750,000 acres of land and a certain portion of the proceeds of sales of all public
lands within the state.

Judges, district attorneys and practically all officers are to be elected; and genersucceed
ally they can not immediately
themselves in office.

It is of the utmost Importance that New
Mexico should be admitted as soon as' possible so that these lands may be selected
berore all the good public lands are dls
posed of.

fund.

'

There must be uniform system

-,

bookB for all public schools and they must

The schedule continues in force, until
repealed by the legislature, all the laws bt
the territory of New Mexico no in conflict
with the Constitution.
A careful reading of the Constitution
will fehow that every subject
of govern-

ment has been carefully provided for, ahd
that 1! the people should desire any changes
to meet present or new conditions, they
can amend the constitution, except as to
electite franchise and certain other rights,
by a majority vote.
There are always public enemies.
There are always people who are dissatisfied with everything that may be proposed.
There are certain democrats who are opposed to the admission of New Mexico as a
etate under a Republican administration;
and there are always Irresponsible demagogues trying to deceive the people.
They are all public enemies of the peoNew Mexico and they are the only
of
ple
ones opposing the ratification ot this constitution.
Many false statesment have been made
but no one has been able to point out a
single section whloh is not for the best
interests of the people and fair to all alike.

One misstatement Is about the publlo
debt to be assumed by the state. The facts

are:

The Enabling Act requires the State to
assume the debt of the Territory of New
Mexico and of the several counties thereof,
including certain railroad aid bonds of Santa Fe and Grant counties. . The Constitution declares that the State will assume
these debt and issue bonds therefor; but
it also provides that a tax be levied on the
property in each county to pay the Interest
and sinking fund for that county's share
of the bonds. Each county will pay its owa
debt and wiU not have to pay any portion
of the debt o any other county.
The railroad aid bonds will be paid cut
of the proceeds of rentals and sale of one
million acres of. land granted by congress
for that purpoae.
The Commissioner of Publlo Lands of
New Mexico states that he can sell enough
of that land Immediately to pay off the
bonds and that .there will remain about
650,000 acres which will go to maintain the
public schools.
So the people will lose nothing by tho
payment of these debts, the counties will
get the benefit ot lower rates ot interest
and the school fund will be enriched by
many millions of dollars.

It is charged that the expense ot a
state government will cause Increased, taxation. It is true that there will be additional expenses. A careful estimate ot the
saalries ot the state officers and of all expenses of the state shows that the additional burden will amount to about 30c per annum for each person in New Mexico or
eight cents on each one hundred dollars of
actual value of property. Surely this is

The income from the rentals and sales
of this land would furnish a large revenue
for the support of the schools and public

institutions
and tery much decrease the
burden ot taxation.

It should
thing to those
ritorial form
desirability of

be unnecessary to say anywho hate lited under a terof goternment, about the
statehood.

People in all ages hate fought for
their Independence, the right to gotern
themselves.
The people of New Mexico hate strugterritorial goternment for bter
sixty years and it speaks well for the character of the people and the wonderful natural resources bf the country that there
has been a gradual improvement during all
that time in education, In goternment, In
Conditions of lltlng and In etefythlng that
makes for a higher and better citllizatlon.
gled under a

But during that time we hate seen
waves of prosperity sweep oter the
country, whloh hate enriched the people
of Our neighboring states but of which tery
little crossed the barrier of territorial
Into New Mexico.
sue-cessl-

got-emine- nt

We want to elect our own goternor,
Judges and other officers.
We want a voice In the election of the
president of the United Btatea.
We need two senators and two representative in congress to
that New Mexico gets a square deal along with the other
states; that a fair share of the money appropriated by congress for publlo im;
provements be expended within
and that the millions of acres of land withheld and tied up in reclamation and other
projects, be thrown open to settlement at
the earliest possible moment
the-state-

The wise statesmen who negotiated thj
treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo, which transferred this territory and its inhabitants to
the United States, realized that the people
of New Mexico could not hope to achieve
their highest destiny under a territorial
form of government They stipulated that
at the proper time New Mexico should be
admitted to the enjoyment ot all the rights
and privileges of a sovereign state.

.

After long years of waiting, the proper
time has come.
On Saturday the 21st day of January,
19U, will occur the most Important election
every held by any people. Let no mac
think his vote will not be needed or that
for many years he will have another chance
to vote for statehood.

If you want to be freemen; if you want
to secure for your descendants the priceless heritage of liberty and equal rights
go to the polls on Saturday, January 21st,
19U, and cast your vote "FOR THE CON;
STITUTION."
COMMITTER
REPUBLICAN CENTRA
'
Santa Fe, N. M.

New ,York is to have the largest pleted it will house the most comfor iliis mania for mixing iu cases ot used and be found that the consumpmyBtery.
Apparently he believed in tion of this stimulant amounted to and finest building in existence, de- plete collection of marine life to be
Ills delusions, if such they were, io nearly a thousand gallons. Suspecting voted to the housing of fish, if the found anywhere in the world.
the very end of his life which re- that pot all of this was administered plans Just
completed for a new
mains as great a mystery as any of to the patients he substituted for it a $1,500,000 extension of the present
Pryingr preparations simply develthose with which he. was fond of as- "rectified whiskey" of his own devis- aquarium are approved by the city op dry cuiunh ; they dry up the secretions,
membrane and decomAt
Father wbkil adhere to the
present
sociating himself.
ing which bad the same effect but authoritiespose, causing a fur more serious troublo
fish
Knickerbocker's
extensive
was
to
family than the ordinary form of euturrh. Avoid
the palate.
far less agreeable
A QueJer Bequest Made
A tremendous howl went up, jiot from is housed in the famous old Castle all drying iubilauU, fumes, smokes and
The action of the late William
suufiVaud use that which cleanses, soothes
Standard Oil millionaire the- patients, but from the hospital Garden at the Battery, which was for aud UvaU. Ely's Cream Balm
will master
immiof
the
who
insisted
landing
that
years
place
whiskey
in be employes
and ardent prohibitionist,
catarrh or cold iu the head easily snd
and
All druggists sell the 60 cent
grants arriving in this country
pliasajitly.
queathing $200,000 to a New , York ought to be supplied in the
50 Warren Street,
size.
Brothers,
Ely
to
first
her
Lind
where
Jennie
was
sang
form. It
noticeable,
hospital on condition that it shall
New York.
make as little use as )os&ible of al- however, that the consumption of the American audience. On account of
is
without
The Balm used
pain, does not
its many associations the old cir- irritate or cause sueuzing. It spreads itself
coholic liquors gives point to a story revised product fell to twenty-fiv- e
angry surface, reliev-Ui- g
gallons instead of a Thousand which cular building is to be retained and over an irritated and
related by Health Commissioner
the painful inflammation- immediately
new
the
in
structure
In accordance with the policy indicated to the commissioner (that incorporated
Ely's Cream Balm contains no cocaiue,
of the Gaynor administration to in- the appeals of the employes might which will be about 200 feet long, mercury nor other harmful drugs.
troduce ecomonies wherever jwssible, not be altogether disinterested. Now extending along the sea wall and
For either acute or chronic kMney
the commissioner looked over the ex- the hospital attaches are asking them- fronting on Battery Park. The aquathe disorders, for annoying and painful
are
exhibits
and
its
in
is
among
rium
there
hoswhat
selves
accounts
of
various
advantage
the
pense
of the city urinary Irregularities take Foley K:
pitals under the direction of his de- serving a municipal employer capable moBt interesting sights
Pills. An honest' and effective
partment with a view to cutting down of playing such a mean trick merely to strangers and it is visited by medicine for kidney and bladder
a few thousand dollars a more than 5,000,000 perajons every
and lied
O. G. Schaefer
expenses. One item that caught his to save
"
yetr. When the new building is .com Cross Drug Co.
eye was the expenditure for whisky year.
-

time-honore- d
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LOCAL HEWS

Peanut Butter

All high grade tonics, used at Nol

ette's barber shop.J

IN BULK

.

,

Oriole Brand

Automobile, carriage- - k& sign
painting by a practical painter. 429
Grand avenue.

For Sandwiches, Cake Filler,

Cean, hot towel each and every
shave, at Sanitary Baber Shop. Nagle
& Buhler.

"" Made from Genuine Spanish Shelled Peanuts

The Greater Las Vegas band will
hold its regular rehearsal this even
ing in the armory.

Per pound, 30 cents

The Harmony club will meet to
morrow afternoon with Mrs. --C. V.
Hedgcock at her home on National
avenue.

ALMS

STORE THAT'S

1

Phone Main

193

or Main

194

Two big games of basketball tomorrow evening. Las Vegas Highs vs.
Raton Highs. High school girls vs,
Normal girls.
We have one good Coles hot blast
$16.50 size, in perfect
condition, which can be bought now
for $13. F. J. Gehring.

heat'ng stove,
'

Timothy Hay
White Cleaned

..Oats..

Bran, Corn, Corn Chops'

;

AND

Las Vegas Roller Mills j
"

Phone Main 131

I

,

National Bank
OF

Las Vegas, New Mexico
First National Bank Building,
Sixth Street

A General Banking Business

transacted.
Interest paid on Time Deposits.

Issues Domestic and Foreign Exchange.

YOU

WAN!

FLOWERS

.
.

?
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

EGOS

Store
Ranch

Perry Onion & Son

Strictly Fresh
Ranch Eggs

If You Want Something Good

35C

TRY SOME OF THOSE

Bismarck Preserves
and Pickles

per dozen

i
I

Colorado Ranch
Eggs 3 doz. for

$1.00

AT

THE GRAAF& HAYWARD
CO. STORE

1.

1

STEARNS

PURE THINGS TO EAT

T.
This morning Judge Clarence
Roberts conducted a hearing in the
bankruptcy proceedings against the
Union Commercial company of Clayton. Several attorneys of that city
were here to attend the hearing and
represent their clients.

AT

Bridge

with your

YOUR CHOICE

Washing
when it is sent to ub. We take
all the work, the bother and the
worry from your shoulders. And
how much more comfortable it
makes Monday for all the family, not to have the washing in
the house.
We call for your week's washing regularly and promptly. We
wash all the clothes, starch the
pieces that need it, dry all the
clothes and iron and fold, ready
for use .the bed and table linen,
towels and other flat pieces.
You know our process is sanitary and safe. You will appreciate too, it's- reliability, quickness and the quality of ' our

f

25 Per Cent Discount on Child-

ren's Suits and Overcoats

work.

IT IS A PLEASURE FOR
US TO SHOW OUR GOODS

See our "Rough Dry" list for
week.
prices, and try us next
'

Las Vegas Steam Laundry
Phone Main 81.

TO REVIVE RACING GAME

You furnish
the girl,
and we'll

(Continued From Page One?

nothing to do with its management
W. E. Bidwell, secretary of the state
racing commission, is in receipt of a
communication from John P. Knapp,
secretary of the Missouri racing commission of St. Louis, which will be
read at the meeting of the commission
Tuesday. Mr. Knapp incloses a copy
of the new racing law that the legislature now in session will be asked
to enact. Copies of the bill are being
mailed throughout the 'State of Mis
souri, and its supporters will go to
Jefferson City early in February to
urge its adoption. Mr. Knapp does
not express his opinion as to its
chances, but letters from other
ana reecived fcy horsemen here
say it is as good as an even money
proposition that there will be racing
in Missouri this year and thereafter.
The bill is entitled:
An act to establish a racing commission and authorize such commission
to regulate and control the running of
horse races within this state ninety
days (fifteen weeks) each year; to li
cense corporations or associations to
conduct races and accept and register
bets or wagers on such races by use
of the '
system only, and
providing that acts' making betting a
crime shall not be applicable to such
betting or registering of bets or wagers and prescribing penalties for vio
lations of this act.
The Missouri bill requires that
racing associations licensed by the
state racing commission "shall , pay
into the state treasury within sixty
days after each meeting 6 per cent of
the gate receipts, paid admissions, for
a fund to be expended under the di
rection of the state commissioner of
highways for the construction and
maintenance of a state highway across
the state of Missouri from St. Charles
to Independent, with convict labor.

t

V:-

T

i

Quality is
V

M-'-

J""

the thino-

-

that counts

J. C.

JOHNSEN & SON,

Phone Main 258

625

Douglas Avenue.

SCREENED EKB LUMP
Anthracite Coal all sizes.
f
,

Steam Coal.
Sawed Wood and Kindling.

.

D. VJ. COfJDOH
Foot of Main St.

Phono Main 2

Pure Ice Manufactured
From Distilled Water

pari-mutu'-

s

n

r--

the house

Mis-sou- r'

"

hrrrrf

furnish

ers of the type of Governor Folk a
base of attack, are not comprehended in this scheme of revival. When
racing is restored in Missouri interests which destroyed it will have

Santa Fe trains No's 1 and 10 were
late toay. No. 10 due to arrive from
the west af 1:45 o'clock this afternoon
got in at 4:15. No. 1, due to arrive at
1:50 p. m., got in at 3:20 o'clock,
$100 Reward, $100
Heavy traffic is given as the cause of
The readers of this paper will be
delays.
pleased to learn that there is at
least one dreaded disease that science
has been able to cure in all its
Spare, ribs and sauer kraut tomor
stages, and that is Catarrh. Hall's
row at Pete Roth's.
Catarrh Cure Is the only positive cure
now known to the medicinal frater
The peculiar properties ot Cham' nity, catarrh being a constitutional
berlaln's Cough Remedy have been disease, requires a constitutional
thoroughly tested during epidemics ment. Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken
of Influ nza, and when it was taken internally, acting directly upon the
of the
In time we have not heard of a sin blood and mucous surfaces
gle case of penumonla. Sold by all system, thereby destroying the foun
dation of the disease, and giving the
druggists.
patleKt strength by building up the
constitution and assisting nature in
Tony Faust Budweiser beer is doing is work. The proprietors have
on tap at the Opera 'Bar and Is one so much faith in its curative powers
of the finest draft beers served over that they offer One Hundred Dollars
for any case that it fails to cure.
'
any bar in the city.. ' ,
Send for list of testimonials.
Address: F. J. CHENEY & CO., To- I
O.
Golden
Finch's
Wedding Rye, aged do,
Sold by Druggists, 75o
In the wood. Direct from distillery
Take Hall's Family Fills for co
to you. At the Lobby, of course.
stipation.
I
'

1

aREE HBERG ER'S

Street

No More Bother

Anti-Saloo-

Rev. J. W. Rose, pastor of the First
Christian church, haa recovered from
an attack of grip which confined him
That it costs more to attempt to
to his home for several days.
beat a board bill than "If does to pay
it is what Ernest Kreisel haa learned
The White Kitchen has a gasoline this week. Owing' a local restaurant
lightning plant for sale cheap. Five about $25, Kreisel left town a few
lamps with globes and other equip- days ago. He was located in Albument. Eight gallon storage tank.
querque and Deputy Sheriff Enrique
Sena wa3 sent to bring him back.
Boots and shoes made to order for Costs piled up In the case until the
cripples a specialty. My old custom- total amount owed by Kreisel is now
ers and the public are generally In- more than twice the original bill. He
vited to sail and see me. Joe Mar- is making an effort to raise the money
tin 521 Sixth street.
with the help of relatives in the east.
In the mean time Kreisel is in the
Hhere will be a regular communi- county Jail.
cation of Chapman Lodge No. 2, A-- F.
& A, M. tonight at 7:30 o'clock. Work
Temple Montefiore held its annual
in E. A. degree. AH visiting brothers business meeting this week. Reare cordially invited to be present.
ports of the officers concerning the
work of the past year were heard.
The I. O. B. B. meeting which was These show the congregation to he in
to talse place last night, was postpon- good condition spiritually and finaned to Sunday morning at 10:30 o'clock cially. Rabbi Jacob S. Raisin and the
when a large attendance is expected officials of the congregation were comand the newly elected officers will be mended upon their efficient services
installed.
in the advancement of the welfare of
the temple. The following officers
There will be services held at Tem- were chosen: AJ. Strauss, president;
ple Montefiore, Douglas avenue and D. Stern, secretary; Jake Stern,
Ninth street, Friday night at 8 o'clock. treasurer.
"
Subject of sermon, "Store and
Sabbath
school
Good headway has been made this
Saturday
morning at 8 o'clock. All are cordial- week by the gang of convicts engaged
in the construction of ,the new Mora
ly requested to attend.
road, according to G. C. Price, engiare
Nick Dillon, who haa been for some neer in charge. The convicts
time chief clerk to Chief Dispatcher proving ready workers and are makStraussen of the Santa Fe, has re- ing the dirt disappear rapidly In the
signed and will go to Denver where cuts. The good weather that has prehe will enter school. Charles Purcell, vailed has allowed an excellent begin
who recently held the same position, ning to be made. At present the gang
has returned from a vacation and will 19 cutting down the road near Sapel'o,
to the level established by the tent-torla- l
relieve Dillon.
good roads engineer.
The car of the United Land com
In a special train under the direc
pany arrived today on Santa Fe train
tion of the Raymond-Whitcomsyndi
No. 10. Prospective
of
purchasers
New Mexico real estate in charge of cate a large party of eastern tourists
will pass through Las Vegas next
the Gaylor-Klefe- r
company and "Dea
con" Peters occupied the car and will week, Friday, January 27. This is the
be shown San Miguel county land to flrBt of a number of excursions per
sonally conducted that will go through
morrow 'and Saturday.
here during the winter on the way to
coast.
"Our First Annual Picnic," is the Paclfio
of
title of an excursion the employes
The Las Vegas band will give an
the Graaf Dry Goods company will
at the armory next
entertainment
take into the Hot Springs canyon next
There
Thursday night, January 26.
Sunday. The party will leave in a
a
the
ball
be
of
will
basket
game
by
big wagon early In the morning. If
vs. the Pirates. After the
Orientals
be
skating is good that pastime will
ball game there will be a dance. The
enjoyed and at noon a big lunch will
in need of money and they
be served. It is expected the party band is
hope to see a large crowd out.
will have a jolly good time.

PHONE US
Main 462 ,
Main 276 .

Lithographed circular advising the
voters to cast their ballots against
the constitution Saturday because the
document contains no statewide prohibition clause have been circulated
In Las Vegas yesterday and today.
The circulars are being sent out, it
n
is believed,
the
by
League of the territory. No other
argument is advanced against the
constitution but the absence of the
prohibitory clause. Neither does the
circular state how the cause of temperance will be advanced by New
Mexico remaining a territory. The
circulars are misleading as they des
ignate how to vote to "protect the
boys and girls."

b

JEFFERSON RAYNOLDS, President
- - Cashier
E. D. RAYNOLDS,
HALLETT RAYNOLDS,' As't Cashier

s,

Ludwig Wm, Ilfeld
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Casseroles are earthen saucepans, always glazed on the inside.
You can tell a casserole the minute you see it by its
stubby
height, its short handle and its lip for pouring. Besides casseroles, the Fulper earthen cooking-war- e
comprises bean pots,
vegetable-jar- s
for steam tables, and marmltes, or
and chicken and quail dishes.
soup-tureen-

Icing and Fudge

TIE

What are
Casseroles

CRYSTAL ICE CO.
Phone MeJn 227.

BARGAINS
Misses and Childrens' Coats
$3.50 value, now
$2.50
12 Misses and Childrens' Coats
$6.00 value, now.
4.50
20 Woman's Coats $6.00 value
now
4.50
...v
i

Ferndell
"Pure Food"

20

15

Woman's Coats, $10. value,
now

Jams
(Ripe Fruit and Sugar only)

Damson Plum

7.50

Women's and Misses' Knit
Mittens, 35c to 60o value, now.

Red

200

Women's and Childrens'
Knit Mittens 35c to 50c value,
now v.vs.f.
t

.20

Currant

Fig
Black Currant

150

Red Raspberry

20

Blackberry
Red Cherry
Red Tomato
Strawberry

Just in'a "beautiful line of Tailor
Made Woman's and Misses Skirta
latest styles at very low prices, also
$00 Men's and
hats nobby
Boys'
styles, these were drummers' samples and will close out at 33
pe
cent off..
3

Romero Mercantile
DEPARTMENT

8TORE.

Co.

TRY A JAR

BOUCHER'S
(

THE COFFEE MAN

